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INTRODUCTION 
 
IT Policy Development is an exciting yet interesting, challenging and ever-

changing discipline. With the emergence of ICT and globalisation, new 

technology and innovations have brought a profound impact on the social and 

economic of the nation and society. Policy makers, technologists, managers 

and business communities are concerned with the effects and the impacts 

brought by ICT. Thus knowledge on IT Policy development and 

implementation is essential for them. 

 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 
IT Policy Development discusses the theoretical and practical perspectives on 

IT and Communication policy formulation, implementation and evaluation. 

Topics covers the different theoretical debate on different dimensions of 

conflict on Information Technology and Communication Policy, the different 

approach in the implementation of IT Policy and the general economic and 

social impact of IT policy initiatives.   
 

By the end of this course, you should be able to: 
 

• Understand the basic theoretical approaches to information technology 

and  communication policy  

• Explain the different dimensions of conflict on information technology and 

communication policy  

• Explain and review the different strategies and approaches in formulation 

and implementation of information technology and communication policy 

• Understand the general economic and social impact of information 

technology and communication policies 
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MIND MAP 
 
The scope of IT Policy Development is shown below. 
 

 

 
COURSE SYNOPSIS 
 
This course has been divided into 5 Chapter. Each chapter represents a 

major area in IT Policy Development.  
 

Chapter 1: Introduces the concept of technology policy, aim and role ICT 

Policy, ICT Policy option and formulation. 
 

Chapter 2: Introduces and explains the definition of IT, important, role and 

potential of ICT in the society. 
 

Chapter 3: Highlight the different approaches of the relationship between 

information technology and society.  
 

Chapter 4: Describe the different perspectives of the ITPDI 
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Chapter 5: Highlight the initiatives by different countries on the 
 implementation of ITPDI.  
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ASSESSMENT GUIDE 

There are TWO aspects of assessment in post-graduate courses at Open 
University Malaysia: (1) ONE ASSIGNMENT which is part of coursework, The 
assignment shoud be submitted at the Seminar 4 and the final examination at the 
end of the semester. 

A summary of the assessment requirements and related timelines are presented 
in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Assessment Format for Post-Graduate Courses 

Form Weightage Timeline 

1. Assignment 50% Seminar 4 

2. Final Examination 50% End of Semester 

TOTAL 100%  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

By end of this chapter, readers would be able to: 
 

1. discuss the definition of technology policy  

2. discuss the aims and role of  technology policy and its implication 

3. discuss the definition of IT Policy and its implication 

4. discuss the role of government in promoting and implement IT policy 

5. discuss the IT Policy Options and Formulation 

 

1.1 Technology Policy Definition 
 

Edquist (1990) mentions to the state intervention in the process of 

technological change that if technological change has such an enormous 

importance and if it cannot be left to market forces alone, then state 

intervention in the process of technological change may be very important and 

part of public intervention is called “technology policy”. Edquist categorizes 

the technology policy into two categories. Firstly, a direct (explicit) technology 

policy is government intervention expressly intended to influence the process 

of technical change. The examples of direct technology policy are R&D 

subsidies and publicly supported dissemination of information about new 

technologies. Secondly, an indirect (implicit) technology policy, on the 

otherhand, includes policies that are primarily designed to influence technical 

change, but which influence technical change to a greater or lesser extent 

anywhere.  Examples are trade policies, exhange rate policy, military security 

policy, industrial policy and fiscal policy. 
 

Edquist also suggests that a very common means of formulating direct 

technology policy is imitation. In most countries policy makers are simply 

doing similar things to what has been previously done in other countries. 
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Obvious examples are the many national technology programmes in the fields 

of IT, new materials and biotechnology. 
 

Though relying primarily on market forces, the interactions between the 

technological system and government policy has interacted at two essential 

levels. The first relates to the harnessing of technological power for public 

purposes. Nation-states have long been major consumers of new products, 

particularly for military uses, and the need to compete against other nation-

states provides an important early rationale for strengthening national 

technological capabilities. Wether this rationale persists as the primary motive 

for government action is a major factor shaping each country’s technological 

policies. 
 

The second arises from the systems dependence on its social context. The 

development and diffusion of advanced technologies requires a system of 

education and training as a basic for supplying technology and skills, a legal 

framework for defining and enforcing property rights, and processes such as 

standardization to reduce transactions costs and increase the transparency 

and efficiency of markets. These are, at least in part, public goods. The 

benefits of investment in education are appropriated by a multitude of 

economic actors, and those of the system of property rights are even more 

widely spread. The way these public goods are provided, and the role industry 

plays in this respect, differs greatly from country to country. 
 

Ergas and Brooks, (eds), 1987, states that the interactions between 

technological system and government policy are placed in three groups.  The 

first is described as “mission-oriented” of which the technology policy like in 

the United States, the United Kingdom and France. The technology policies of 

these nations focus on radical innovations needed to achieve clearly set out 

goals of national importance. In the countries, the provision of innovation-

related public goods is only a secondary concern of technology policy. In 

contrast, technology policy in the second group likes in Germany, Switzerland 

and Sweden, is primarlily “diffusion-Oriented”. Closely bound up with the 
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provision of public goods, the principal purpose of these policies id ti diffuse 

technological capabilities throughout the industrial structure, thus facilitating 

the ongoingand mainly incremental adaptation to change. Finally, Japan is in 

a group its own. Its technology policy is both mission-oriented and diffuasion-

oriented, and the form the policy takes differed in important respects from that 

in other countries. 

 

1.2 The Aims and Role of Technology Policy  
 

General goals of development strategy of many countries, as primary 

objectives, can be summarized as follows: 
 

• Growth of employment opportunities 

• Growth of per capita income 

• Reduction of economic dependence on other countries (especially from 

developed countries) 

• More even distribution of income 

• Reduction in environmental damage associated with development 
 

The possible aims of technology policy depend on the nature of overall 

development strategy being follwed, but can generally be classified under the 

following headings: 

 

• Improving the efficiency of technology transfer 

• Improving the efficiency of assimilation and operation of technology 

• Broadening and strengthening the industrial base 

• Promoting the emergence of indigenous technological capability 

• Smoothing the “adjustment” process 
 

Aims of technology policy depend crucially on the nature of broad 

development strategy. Forsyth (1990) argues that technology policy cannot be 

designed independently of overall development process, and technology 
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policy must be formulated as an integral part of overall development strategy. 

Technology policy is made operational by the application of technology policy 

instruments which take a variety of forms and achieve their effects in a variety 

ways. Forsyth suggest that technology policy instruments may be aimed at 

one or more of three distinct aspects of behavior; 
 

Demand: They may be designed to influence the kind, the source and the 

form chosen by these demanders. They may also be aimed at influencing the 

capacity to choose and bargain for technology and the attitude towards 

technical innovation. 
 

Supply: Technology policy instruments may be aimed at the supply side of 

technology, that is the generation or adaptation of technology and the supply 

of technological services and skills. 
 

Linkages: The linkage between supply of and demand for technology can also 

be influenced by technology policy instrument, which may be supplied to 

extension services, engineering firms, consultants, organizational for control 

of technology imports, industrial information system, and so on. 

 

1.2.1 The Role of Technology Policy 
 

Freeman (1982) argues that technical change is extremely uneven over time; 

as between industries and broad sectors of economy; and geographically as 

between regions and countries. The diffusion of clusters of technical 

innovations of wide adaptability is capable of imparting a substantial up thrust 

to the growth of the economic system, creating many new opportunities for 

investment and employment and generating widespread secondary demands 

for goods and services. The promotion of major new technological systems 

and of productivity growth based on technical change may be an important 

means to help restore the economic health of the mature industrialized 

countries. 
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Technology policy does not operate in a vacuum but in a very specific 

economic and political environment. Three sets of technology policies seem 

particularly relevant: 
 

For developed counties, the early stage of radical innovations do not have big 

economic effects. Only large-scale diffusion can have effects and therefore a 

set of policies aimed at improving the diffusion of existing, but still relatively 

new and radical, innovations throughout the various sectors is essential.  

Moreover, such ambitious long-term policies should pay attention to the needs 

of the education system, the health services and other social services in 

which direct public procurement and investment are essential. 
 

Policies which aim directly at encouraging firms to take up radical 

inventions/innovations. They seem particularly relevant in those 

recessional/depress ional phases, when private investment seems reluctant to 

go for these radical, but risky, innovations. The argument is that such radical 

innovations are often not immediately and obviously profitable. During the 

gestation period positive and patient public policy of support, encouragement, 

experiment and adaptation can be extremely important. The computer is a 

particularly notable example. The unaided market mechanism is not enough. 

Exploratory development would often merit support from government sources, 

but full-scale commercial development, which is usually far more expensive, 

more seldom justifies the commitment of public funds to R&D. Investment 

projects incorporating new equipment, and procurement of new products that 

meet advanced technical specifications and satisfy social requirements, may 

be a much more satisfactory form of public involvement at this stage than 

R&D subsidies. 
 

For developing countries, technology policy will be relevant to technology 

transfer. A third set of policies aims at improving the import and the internal 

diffusion of foreign technology. It is a policy that in the first instance has to 

convince local businessmen and managers, as well as government officials, 

that foreign technology in certain areas and at certain times might be more 
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advanced or simply better than domestic technology. A deliberate policy 

towards the import of foreign technology coupled with autonomous efforts to 

improve it, can be highly successful. Particularly for industries that are at 

some distance from the world technological frontier, such a policy seems 

extremely relevant, but even for technological leaders, active support in 

seeking and using the best available world technology is common scene. No 

country can be a technological leader in all areas, and all can learn from 

international experience. 

 

1.2.2 Technology Policy Implication 
 

Ergas [Guile and Brooks, (eds), 1987] suggests that the dominant feature of 

national technological systems is diversity. This partly reflects differences in 

policy stance between countries, but many other factors are also at work. 

Examination of these factors suggests several conclusions relating to the 

scope and limits of technological policy. Based on Ergas, two factors can 

provide a useful indication for technology policy. The first is the role of 

investment in human capital. The flow of newly trained personnel into the 

active population allows the continuous upgrading of skills and capabilities. At 

the same time, the better educated the labour force is, the greater will be its 

capacity to adjust to sophisticated new techniques. Higher levels of education 

are also likely to make this capacity more widespread, both throughout 

industry and throughout the active population. Countries whose investment in 

human capital lacks depth or breadth may be among the pioneers in 

generating new technologies, given a sufficiently strong scientific elite. But as 

far as using these technologies is concerned, they will be disadvantaged on 

two counts: an inadequate rate of expansion or replacement of the skill base 

at the margin and difficulties in adjusting the existing stock to the demands of 

technological change. Moreover, their difficulties are likely to persist or even 

mount. The production of human capital is itself highly intensive in human 

capital, and the lags involved in correcting deficiencies in the human capital 

stock can be extremely long.  
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A second factor in promoting diffusion relates to the range of 

policies involve - that is, to their degree of decentralization. Programme 

decentralization can be achieved in different ways. In the United States, the 

very scale of the defense R&D programme is such that a fairly high level of 

dispersion of funds is almost inevitable, but conscious policy choices -such 

as the emphasis on the support of R&D by new and small firms- are also 

significant. In Germany, Switzerland and, to a lesser extent, Sweden, the 

delegation of policy-setting and implementation functions to industry 

associations and regional bodies averts the risks inherent in centralised, 

bureaucratic decision making. The Japanese emphasis on consensus 

probably plays a similar role. The risks can be reduced by making support 

policy less discriminatory in the range of firms and sectors covered and by 

placing less emphasis on discretionary choices among alternative 

approaches. This implies a preference for measures with a high degree of 

automatic - for example, tax expenditures. 
 

The institutional framework of any one country cannot be mechanically 

transplanted to others. Nonetheless, Ergas (1987) also suggests three  

priority areas for  action:  
 

 (a) Easing constraints and rigidities that slow the 

diffusion of new skills and technical capabilities;    

(b)  Improving the human capital base while enhancing the efficiency of 

markets for highly trained personnel; and  

 (c)  Increasing the extent to which technology policy relies on market 

signals and incentives, rather than on the administrative allocation of 

resources. 
 

Procurement policy. Public procurement has a direct effect on the 

performance of industries such as electronic capital equipment where the 

public sector purchases nearly half of the industry's output. Public 

procurement policies are used to foster the development of a particular 

capability in the supply industry, to stimulate the market as to support a 
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national champion. This is an important tool of government. It does, however, 

involve the acceptance of additional costs and risk by government or by its 

agencies and the establishment of mechanisms to deal with these. Thus, this 

tool can only be used selectively, supporting specific products and 

technologies which both government and industry consider to be of 

considerable strategic importance. In tactical, public procurement is a 

pragmatic response to trading and economic conditions. It demands 

reciprocity in terms of trade with other countries by, for example, not inviting 

companies from overseas to bid for the Country contracts unless the 

indigenous companies are able to bid for equivalent contracts in those 

countries. It is rather designed to ensure that the indigenous companies have 

the opportunity to perform in this manner where they are able. The purchasing 

process itself can be used to optimise opportunities for indigenous suppliers 

through the incorporation of a full realisation of the mutual obligations of 

supplier and customer in the procurement process. The process of public 

procurement is implemented at many levels and within many organisations. 

Within this diverse situation it is not sufficient to establish principles to be 

adopted but specific guidelines which assist both parties in their relationship 

one to another are also required. 

 
1.3 IT Policy 
 

Definition of IT Policy 
 

OECD defines the definition of policies for IT as follow: 
 

“Actions by public authorities that have effects on IT use are regarded to be 

“policies for IT”. Such actions may be taken by public authorities, which have 

an effect on IT development, its utilization or its consequences. The Ministry 

responsible for industry, for example may have policies for the promotion of 

the use of IT (including microelectronics) in industrial sectors, and the Ministry 

of Agriculture may promote the modernization/rationalization of management 

of farms be integrating the usage computerized on-line information systems. 
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Other examples include policies for IT training for students and/or workers, IT 

R&D and the establishment of rules for the use of personal data  via electronic 

information systems and intellectual property rights on software” (OECD 

Questionnaire, 1992) 

 

1.3.1 Implication for IT Policy 
 

Gassman (1990) states that at the beginning of the 1980s, the convergence of 

computing and telecommunications was perceived as one of the most 

important trends in IT. While most of the large countries had in place policies 

to promote not only R&D in IT, but also manufacturing of IT products, some 

smaller countries, realizing that their domestic market was too small to sustain 

IT manufacturing in a competitive way, placed the emphasis of their efforts on 

diffusion policies for IT, education and training, and R&D on information 

services, especially software development. Another focus was the widespread 

introduction of IT in public administration; through public procurement, 

governments had an important role to play in influencing, at least party, the 

introduction of new and efficient applications of IT. 

 

What Can Governments do to Foster IT Development? 
 

Gassmann (1990) suggests some implications for IT policy as follow: 
 

Governments can have a role in goal setting, by creating scenarios. They 

rather should have a catalytic role in this process by building up consensus on 

such goals, and on how these should be achieved. 
 

Governments need to foster competition in research as well as in the market 

for these products. 
 

Governments should provide the right framework conditions. These may be 

constituted by industrial R&D grants and they should also give more grants for 

fundamental research to universities and public research institute.  
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Governments should promote industrial research by giving” tax incentives and 

also repayable loans. The former type of incentives is of course more 

attractive to large firms, as it presupposes that these firms do have good 

profits from which tax can be deducted, and also the necessary funds to carry 

out the R&D activities. Repayable loans are better suited for smaller firms, as 

they constitute a front-end help. 
 

Furthermore, Gassmann (1990) also suggests the directions for IT 

developments which should have a priority for such policies as follow: 
 

1) Promotion of the skills of the workforce. 
2)  Promotion of greater user-friendliness of IT-systems. 
 

A way how this could be done is to encourage user-for a, where users can 

voice more precisely what types on IT they would favour. Another way of 

promoting such user friendliness is to encourage R&D into “software 

ergonomy”, that is, into more emphasis on user comfort in the man-IT 

systems interface and the need of more apparent simplicity in the use of 

software. 
 

• Promotion of better IT standards, both nationally and internationally, by 

using the weight of government procurement, and re-enforcing the role 

of users in standards proposals and definitions. 

• Promotion of new IT applications, especially in those sectors where the 

market forces are weak, or where there is little interest from the private 

sector, such as areas of speech recognition and automatic translation. 

• Promotion of R&D in knowledge-management, such as the 

• build-up of user-friendly knowledge bases, expert systems and another 

forms of Artificial Intelligence, and by financing demonstration projects 

for systems using the information-bridges which permit to link and 

retrieve the same information represented in different media. 
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• Promoting innovation uses of computer networking, as well as social 

research on how best to use such networks, so that their user-

friendliness  is  imprroved. 
 

Increasingly, sound IT policy can make a strategic contribution 

to national development because of many reasons. Firstly, capability and 

performance are increasing, while costs have declined. Secondly, individuals 

and organizations are rapidly learning to use this new technology, and 

perhaps more importantly. Finally, IT can now facilitate inter-organisational 

and international cooperation, with dramatic consequences for national 

development. 

 
1.4 IT Policy Options 
 

Arnold and Guy (1987) argue the range of policies pursued to generate 

national advantage in IT industries is very large and some of more significant 

categories of direct support can be assigned to three major categories: 
 

1)   Demand-side actions have one or both of two purposes;  

 -  to improve the efficiency of non-IT branches by promoting the use 

of IT, 
 -  to stimulate demand for nationally-made IT products, to the benefit 

of producing firms. Demand-side actions in IT typically include the 

use of monetary incentives to encourage adoption, such as 

subsidies for investment in new types of computer system, e.g. 

CAD (Computer-Aided Design).   
 

2)   Bridging.  Standardisation provides a vital bridge between demand- and 

supply-side actions. Agreed standards speed the diffusion of IT by 

removing important elements of uncertainty from adopters' investment 

decisions and by increasing the benefits available through interworking 

of the different information technologies. 
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On the supply-side, standards are an important competitive weapon 

which can be used to "lock in" users to particular architectures, and, 

equally, to "lock out" undesirable competitors. Hence, government's role 

in standards-setting may be a crucial determinant of national 

competitiveness in IT.      
 

3)  Supply-side actions. Supply-side policies for IT divide between relatively 

traditional forms of state industrial policy and innovation policy. Industrial 

policy mechanisms are similar to those used widely in other countries, 

notably: nationalisation or subsidy intended to place substantial state 

resources at the disposal of an ailing and under-capitalised national 

competitor;' industrial reorganisation through compulsory mergers and 

acquisitions; and the designation of "national champions", to benefit 

from a broad range of state aids (usually including procurement) in order 

to secure a national stage in a particular sector. Naturally, where 

national industry is strong, there is no case for such policies. 
 

Recent policy efforts focusing on supply- and demand side actions have 

provided many important ingredients for this next growth stage, not the least 

of which is growing technological capability on both sides. 

 

1.5 IT Policy Formulation 
 

Arnold and Guy (1985) summarise the IT recommendations for IT policy 

formulation that IT policy can only be coherent made and applied if it is seen 

as having a legitimate role to play. Legitimation mechanisms vary from 

country to country, but there is an underlying need to create legitimacy as a. 

basis for action. Small firms have a role to play in IT as in other countries. 

However, successful small firms become big firms. Policy should maximise 

the opportunities for small firms but not to the extent of impeding large-firm-

based activities. 
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Policymakers should therefore formulate a strategy at the national level and 

strategy formulation needs to be a continuous process in order that strategies 

remain relevant to changing circumstances. Thus, policymakers should strive 

for consistency in policy over long periods of time. R&D should be funded in 

the technologies which the nation will use, not just in those which it hopes to 

supply. IT policy should encompass a broad and integrated view of what 

comprises IT. In general, "high technology" cannot be exploited without 

strength in "low technology", so IT policy may need to underpin both. 
 

Inward investment, regional development, and the tariff policies should be 

consistent with IT policy and integrated with it via a process of national policy 

formulation. The tax system should be manipulated to favour R&D 

expenditures, industrial R&D cooperations and donations to universities and 

equivalent institutions. Government may be able to play a useful role in 

reducing the cost of acquiring technical and other relevant information. R&D 

cooperations can be important elements of successful IT policies. However, 

the nature of the wider industrial and policy environment is crucial for the 

success of failure of such efforts. R&D cooperations and other policies need 

to be treated as parts of a strategic whole in order to avoid the risk that the 

benefits of cooperation are inadvertently lost through conflict between 

different parts of national IT policy. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ICT IN DEVELOPMENT: INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter provides an overview of ICT definition, the social and economic 

important of ICT. By end of this chapter, readers would be able to: 
 

1. discuss the definition of ICT 

2. discuss the importance of ICT in the nation development 

3. discuss the importance of ICT in the human development 

4. discuss the importance of ICT ICT in society development 

 
2.1 Definition of Information Technology and Communication (ICT) 
 

Information and communications technology has become a common 

buzzword at all levels of society that transcends social, age, gender, ethnic 

and geographical boundaries. It has brought about new terminology, 

definitions, terms and labels that refer to the technology. While IT has been 

most commonly referred, the emergence of new terminology such as ICT, PC, 

Internet, 'I', 'e', 'K @ etc are increasingly common in its usage. The utilizations 

and the emergence of new terminology, labels, definitions and terms are not a 

strange phenomenon in a technology that also grows and change so rapidly.  

In all intend and purposed, this section will seek to exemplify information and 

communications technology in the best way possible and therefore the author 

deem it most appropriate to use the term ICT throughout this publication. 
 

Notes in the English dictionary, Dictionary of Contemporary English, New 

Edition, 1982 IT or ICT has been defined as: 
 

"The science or practice of collecting, storing, using and sending out 

information by means of computer systems and telecommunication." 
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Information and communications technology can be seen from two main 

perspectives, namely technological and cognitive. The technological 

perspective presents information and communications technology as the 

wave of information system that emerge and integrates the computer system, 

software, database, communication, telecommunication, network and 

multimedia that are driven by microelectronic technology. Microelectronic is 

the basis of the technology that allows other technologies to be developed 

and amalgamated to create a complex and integrated system. Today, 

microprocessor and memory based electronics is the key to enhanced power 

systems. 
 

Meanwhile, the cognitive perspective is referred as data, text, images, and 

animation or combined formats that are better known as multimedia and 

information. It can be presented in easily accessed digital form, stored, 

distributed and sent, using this technology. It facilitates communication 

amongst mankind, man and machine, as well as between machines. This 

leads to a system of accessing, delivering, storing, presenting, and processing 

of information that is not confined by time and space, for the first time in man's 

history.  This system has the capability to enhance information flow to become 

a new strategic factor for the advancement and development of a society or a 

modern nation. The integration of these technologies has created a 

borderless global networking system and a dynamic information flow. The 

integration of technologies has also enhanced the status of information and 

knowledge as new factors in economic activity through the development of 

information based applications, products, technology and services that finally 

influence competitiveness at the individual, organizational, and national levels. 
 

It is clear that information and communications technology have two different 

dimensions - technology and cognitive.  However, there is generally a lack of 

understanding about the two dimensions in Malaysia. The society in general 

refers to technological perspective and not from the cognitive perspective. 

Malaysian society understands it more as hardware or new communication 

equipment introduced to society. This situation is similar to the time when 
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television, radio and electrical power were introduced to society. Failure to 

understand and grasp the cognitive dimension leads to a shallow 

understanding of ICT and therefore we merely see it as tools for performing 

our daily work, play and entertainment.  In other words, we only see and focus 

on ICT from the physical sense and less for its content, relations to 

information and knowledge and its capacity to develop the mental and 

spiritual aspects of the individuals. 

 

2.2 Importance and Potential of Information and Communications 
Technology 

 

ICT has emerged as the most pervasive technology in terms of innovative 

diffusions of the modern world today, with the potential to influence almost all 

human activities. ICT is considered a revolutionary technology due to its 

ability to bring enormous change to the cost and quality of processing 

information. Processing of information is the overall component of human 

activity and the information in itself is a critical factor in the development of 

society and the individuals. Information and communications technology is the 

mechanism that has the capability to manipulate information and knowledge. 

Besides being the key that unlocks the mysteries of science and technology, it 

also encourages growth and development. 
 

There are five basic reasons that make ICT, which accelerates the use of 

information and knowledge, becomes more important.  Firstly as we all know, 

information maximizes our knowledge. Information in turn, allow us to 

maximize our knowledge on the know-what, knowledge on the know-why, and 

knowledge on the know-who and knowledge on the know-when. The 

capability to master all the five basics of knowledge enables us to find 

solutions to our daily problems. Therefore, information technology has the 

potential to change many aspects of our lives. 
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The significance and potential of ICT can be seen from various major 

perspectives. First and foremost is the role and potential of information from 

the perspective of development and economic growth. In this context, ICT is 

seen as the new factor and strategic weapon for economic growth and 

determining a country's competitiveness. The role and potential of ICT from 

the individual and societal development perspective is the second major 

factor. Here, ICT is considered as the catalyst that stimulates or supports the 

overall development of man in the material, spiritual and physical 

perspectives. The next section will go into details the importance of 

information technology and information based on these perspectives.  
 

The earlier section has covered in details the role and potential of ICT in 

development based on these perpspectives.  It exemplified the roles and 

potential of ICT in the overall development, followed by explanations on the 

role and potential of ICT in agriculture, manufacturing and services.  The 

following section will cover the role and potentials of the development of the 

man and the human aspect, particularly in the development of society, 

education, social integration and the youth development. 

 

2.2.1 The Role and Potential of ICT in Economic Growth 
 

The era of national isolation from the outside influences is long gone. In its 

place now is what we referred to as globalization (Ohmae, 1990), an 

interdependent world that relies on each another in the economic, industrial, 

politics, social and economic sense. Now, more than ever before, the natural 

resources of a country have become even less important. There are three 

major reasons that lead to this situation. The first is the fact that now natural 

resources can be easily exchanges to manufacture product. Buyers have the 

power to negotiate the lowest price for raw materials that can be easily 

substituted.  Secondly, consumers are free to choose from any supplier of raw 

materials that can be procured from highly competitive vendors. The most 

competitive suppliers are most likely to have the biggest share of the contract. 

Thirdly, the manufacturing process reduces the need to use physical material 
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to produce products. This eventually pushes the price of raw materials in the 

competitive market even further down. This decreasing trend in the use of raw 

materials becomes increasingly evident with the rise of information and 

communications technology.  
 

Widely spread knowledge and information through the electronic media 

enhances the potential to create more knowledge intensive products.  This is 

what is described as the cognitive dimension of information and 

communications technology (OECD 1989). Human’s intelligence is used to 

enhance the production process, which includes services such as self-

information service, or to ensure that products are equipped with intelligence 

features that are unique only to man. 
 

From the development perspective, progress in information and 

communications technology has brought attention to the fact that information 

and knowledge are the main factors that determines the competitiveness as 

well as economic growth of a country. Once upon a time, land, labor, and 

capital are the major determinants of prosperity and wealth. This was followed 

by the second wave, which is the era of industrialization. Smoke from 

chimneys can be seen on land previously used for agriculture. As time goes 

on, knowledge becomes the basis for poverty and prosperity. Bell states in his 

analysis in relation to The Social Framework of the Information Society (1973) 

in the post-industrial era, that the concept of economic value will shift from 

land labor to information and knowledge. In addition, the centralization of 

knowledge and skills has become important in this era of innovation and 

change, decision-making and facing the challenges and demands of new 

environment in this era. In his book, The New Reality (1989), Drucker states 

that in the future, societies would focus more on management, knowledge 

workers, entrepreneurial spirit and information based society.  
 

The ability of information and communications technology to activate the 

compilation, processing, presentation and dissemination of information and 

knowledge represents a new 'Power" or "Weapon" in this competitive era. 
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This technology would determine whether a country would continue to be 

affected by poverty and backwardness or emerge as a progressive country at 

par with the other developing countries.  
 

In Malaysia we have seen the huge impact of information and 

communications technology on the current economic situation during 

recession. Innovation in information technology and the subsequent 

challenges of globalization has become more apparent and needs to be well 

managed. One of the important challenges to the economy is the outflow of 

money through digital channels, which is being actively carried from within 

and outside the country. There is a need for more stringent monitoring and 

evaluation to ensure that the country's financial management is being well 

guarded. From another perspective, the rapid development of ICT has 

provided even more opportunities for all levels of society as well as adding 

another channel for performing daily activities.  
 

There are two categories of the traditional economic activities – the core as 

the primary category, which is supplemented by the secondary peripheral 

activities. The primary activities refer to the direct production of goods and 

services while peripheral activities refer to activities that support the 

production process of goods and services and these include activities such as 

planning, management, coordination and communication. The production 

process may involve intensive the application of ICT in the modern 

automation system, but in traditional sense, it is less information oriented. In 

comparison to the primary activities, the supplementary activities are 

information oriented - encompassing activities such as storing, processing or 

information communication. 
 

A study by OECD (1989) discovered that the biggest contribution of ICT to the 

economy is not confined to the growth of the ICT industry, but more 

importantly is the diffusion and the applications of ICT on the other sectors. In 

this scenario, there are two mechanisms that play an important role. First is 

the information technology equipment that provides the physical link to the 
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building of new electronic based infrastructure. The resulted new format for 

the flow of information from the new infrastructure has made the economy 

more feasible and attractive. Compounding this mechanism are the new 

opportunities presented for customization in the production and delivery of 

goods and services. Subsequently, ICT’s enabling factor in optimizing 

consumers satisfaction, can used as a guide for positive technology 

paradigm, through the enhancement consumers intelligence and creativity 

while reducing the use of raw materials, which are limited in supply.  The 

following section will discuss an aspect of the trend about the diffusion of 

information and communications technology, in various sectors. 

 

2.2.2  ICT in the Agricultural Sector 
 

In the agricultural sector, both the functions of production and support are 

responsive to the enhancement of information technology. However, due to 

the difficulties faced by man and technology, the production process does not 

experience the penetration of the advancement in information technology as 

in the case with peripheral activities. One of the most significant effects of 

information technology is its ability to enhance control over time and space. 

Through this mechanism, ICT separates geographically the location of 

production and consumer services. As a result, marketing of services and 

related products has been made much easier (Tengku Mohd Azzman and 

Saiyed Rasol, 1990). 

 
2.2.3  ICT in the Factory and Manufacturing Sectors 
 

The factory and manufacturing sectors have had the most experience and 

exposure to information technology as most of its activities are related to 

information such as product design and engineering, where computerization is 

on the rise. Under normal circumstances, the manufacturing/factory 

processes, requires strict control to achieve high productivity and quality. The 

increasing trend towards high technology products and production processes 

to cater to the needs of the international market, have placed tremendous 
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pressure on the use of automation in the manufacturing/factory sectors. 

Computer integrated-manufacturing (CIM) that involves the integration of all 

aspects of the manufacturing process has been applied by most industries. In 

Malaysia, the manufacturing sector is more advanced in terms of the 

technology application compared to the textile and garment industries. This is 

due to the fact that the electronics industry requires more stringent quality 

control, and automation to enhance the value-added features of its products.  

 

2.2.4  ICT in the Service Sector 
 

The service sector can be classified into two categories, namely information 

and non-information based. It is apparent that the information-based sector is 

easier to enhance through information and communications technology. In the 

banking, insurance, broadcasting and telecommunications sectors, the main 

activities already involve the use of intensive information and communications 

technology. However services that emphasizes physical processing and the 

use of materials such as transportation, cleaning, maintenance or services 

that include society such as health and welfare, are still lagging behind in the 

use of information and communications technology.  Nevertheless, the role of 

information and communications technology in the services sector is expected 

to grow in the years to come. 

 
2.3 Role and Potential of ICT in the Development of Society and the 

Individual 
 

The development of society and the individual are among the most important 

social movements in the implementation of social change. Dunham (1960) 

states that the development of society is an effort that is planned to improve 

the lives of the whole community; their ability to interact and improve their 

lives.  Mezirow (1963) states that the development of society is an effort that 

has been planned to enhance individual involvement in addressing problems 

faced in the community.  
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Sociological experts in societal development will undergo various phases of 

progress from the primitive stage to the most advanced level based on 

economic activity and its ability to use certain resources. Figure 1 shows the 

detailed process of a society in transition. Generally any society will begin as 

primitive society where the main activity is hunting and gathering. In the 

context of such a society, physical labor is the main factor in daily life. 

Primitive society will undergo transition from a backward society where the 

main activity changes to shifting agriculture. Economic and wealth factors in 

such an economy are based more on land and labor. In this society, those 

who possess a lot of land and labor would have an advantage in society.  
 

An archaic society will typically progress to become a developing society, 

which is involved in agriculture and mining activities. A new economic factor in 

such a society is the need for and importance of capital other than existing 

factors such as labor and land. After a society achieves developing status, the 

society will progress to become an industrial society. The main activity in an 

industrial society is based on the production and processing other than its 

ability to provide services and utilities to society. In the economy of an 

industrial society, new factors such as entrepreneurial spirit and information 

are additional factors that are important for further economic growth. The 

society will next progress towards a developed society, where activities such 

as recycling, synthesizing, and information services become the core 

economic activities. Research and development activities, the use of 

technology and information becomes a necessity that simply cannot be 

avoided. The next stage of development is known as post-industrial or 

advanced industrial society. According to an analysis by Bell (1973, 1979), a 

sociologist who created the phrase “Post-Industrial Society” has defined such 

societies as follows: “industrial society is the coordination of men and 

machines for the production of goods. Post-industrial society is organized 

around knowledge for the purpose of social control and the directing of 

innovation and change.” 
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He propagated five dimensions of post-industrial society: 
 

1. Economic factor: the change from a goods producing service economy. 

2. Occupational distribution: the preeminence of the professional and 

technical class. 

3. Axial principle: the centrality of the theoretical knowledge as the source 

of innovation and for policy formulation, for the society. 

4. Future disorientation: the control of technology and technological 

assessment. 

5. Decision-making: the creation of a new “intellectual technology.” 
 

Based on the explanation provided on the transition of society, it is clear that 

technology, information and knowledge are important factors in the 

development of society of the future. In a country such as Malaysia, which is 

categorized as a developing nation, the society must strengthen new factors 

such as technology, information and knowledge to achieve the status of a 

developed or post-industrial society. 
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2.4 ICT in the Development of Society 
 

While Information and communications technology have been applied as 

strategizing technology for the development of a country and society; we 

rarely hear any critical review about its role as a catalyst or in support of 

human development. Tengku Mohd. Azman (1988often emphasize that the 

use of any technology couldn’t be considered as neutral in terms of the 

human values its prescribed. On the contrary, technology is value intensive. 

As such, information and communications technology, needs to be introduced 

and applied in accordance to the objectives and social structure of a 

prescribed society. As emphasized by OECD (1988), the change in 

technology is a social process and should be seen merely as a technical 

process that is free from the values upheld by its society. Such a process 

must acknowledge the inter-relationship between technical change, economic 

and social issues and must therefore be introduced through “institutional 

adaptation and a process which mediates between differences of interest”. 

The evaluation of technology has become very important and this is the case 

with countries that choose to be the creative initiator in an environment that 

emphasizes deregulation. Therefore the introduction of a technology that is 

high in absorption rate such as information and communications technology 

needs to be carefully planned to ensure optimum benefit and thereby 

minimize all possible risks and ill effects. (Tengku Mohd Azman 1988, 1991b) 
 

According to an analysis by Tengku Mohd Azzman (1988), one of the effects 

of information and communications technology is the communication via 

computer through the channel of telecommunications to create information 

networking that covers the whole world. In the OECD report (1989), the rise in 

this networking can be seen as the enhancement of human capability in two 

basic dimensions. First, the electronic infrastructure makes modern 

information flow easier and more effective. New opportunities arise for easier 

and more effective production and distribution of products. Next is the 

information network that enhances the optimization capability of factor inputs 

to satisfy the needs of consumers, to allow information and communications 
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technology moves to the “positive technology paradigm.” At this stage, 

economic growth rests largely on the use of intelligence and creativity of the 

human mind rather than the use of physical resources, which continues to be 

depleted. Finally economic growth takes place in an environment of intensive 

information and communications technology that is qualitative rather than 

quantitative. Therefore information and communications technology has the 

potential to bring about revolutionary change in any society. This resulted in 

both the automation of several simple operations and leads to qualitative 

changes to the basic thinking of the society together with its economic and 

social structure. 
 

There are three impacts that need to be emphasized. First, the information 

and communications technology has the capacity to elevate human capital. 

This makes opportunities for the people to be educated and gain knowledge 

are more easily achievable. This would eventually lead to greater potential to 

use the human capacity more effectively, particularly the ability to think, in 

achieving national development. The participation of each individual would be 

made easier and this would eventually ensure more equal distribution of 

wealth. This is followed by opportunities presented by information and 

communications technology to provide infrastructure and basic social facilities 

more effectively. It may happen directly, through education and electronic 

training, or even indirectly, through health and social services. Finally, 

information and communications technology allows for the networking of 

various organizations and groups without being restrained by the confines of 

time and space thus enabling management to plan for development more 

effectively. Close communication rapport between the participants in 

development is the only way to enhance everyone’s performance. 
 

According to Tengku Mohd, Azzman (1990), the actual potential and effects of 

information and communications technology does not only rests on the ability 

of industry to generate economic growth. More importantly is the capability of 

information and communications technology to enhance human capability in 

handling information and knowledge, eventually use information and 
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knowledge to improve the social and economic status of the individual, family, 

society and the nation. Socio-economic progress in the future will depend on 

the ability of the individual in society to use and apply intelligence and 

creativity and benefits from it, rather than the use of physical strength and raw 

materials. In the context of human and society’s development, the prospect 

for information and communications technology can be seen from two 

perspectives. Initially information and communications technology will create 

opportunities for development. Subsequently, information and 

communications technology present the most effective way to exploit these 

opportunities.   
 

We have for along time been confined to thinking that the development of 

society relies solely on economic growth. Economy has been said to be the 

source for all development efforts in a country and society. In fact, the World 

Bank is one of the international agencies that propagate the fact that per 

capita income is the indicator of development. This concepts neglects other 

factors which may be more important than economy, particularly when we are 

discussing the role of information and communications technology. The 

present environment for development has changed. Economy, 

industrialization, social development and other factors have been 

acknowledged as part of human wealth that lays the foundation for each 

society. The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) states: “human 

development is the process of enlarging people’s choices” and the “most 

critical of these choices are to live a long and healthy life, to be educated and 

to have access to resources needed for a decent standard of living.” 

Developing countries have achieved a high rate of success in the 

development of man resulting from efforts to provide supply of food, health 

services, education and basic social services. The North-South development 

gap in terms of its effects, have been narrowed. Nevertheless the income gap 

between them continues to grow. The UNDP report emphasized several 

development trends and misconceptions that are related to human 

development. 
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First, on the average, human development in developing countries protects 

unequal development between urban and rural areas, men and women, as 

well as the rich and poor. Second, satisfactory human development can be 

achieved at a medium rate of income. Third, the inter-relation between 

economic development and human progress is not automatic. Economic 

development has to take place parallel to equal distribution and careful 

planning of public spending. Fourth, a developing country is not too poor to 

finance planning of human development, and at the same time implement 

economic growth. Fifth, an approach that emphasizes participation is very 

important for the implementation of a strategy to ensure successful human 

development. In other words, a country must provide a suitable environment 

and infrastructure to pave the way for development, efficient production and 

equitable distribution, but it must not be linked to the open market mechanism. 

The concept of human development emphasizes once again the role of the 

human being in development. 

 

2.5  Potential and Role of ICT in Education 
 

The major basis in determining the success development of human and 

society depends on the extent in which individuals in a society respond 

towards education. In this respect, information and communications 

technology is a technology that offers vast potential for providing meaningful 

and effective contribution towards education. On education, globalization, and 

economic development, Brown and Lauder (1997) clearly states in their 

analysis that future economic growth depends fully upon investment in 

strategic planning in the creation of human capital through education and the 

enhancement of knowledge activated by information and communications 

technology. This statement is in line with views of Toffler (1990: 18):     
 

“Knowledge itself, therefore, turns out to be not only the source of the highest 

quality power, but also the most important ingredient of force and wealth. Put 

differently, knowledge has gone from being an adjunct of money power and 

muscle power, to bring their very essence. It is, in fact, the ultimate amplifier. 
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This the key to the power shift that lies ahead, and it explains why the battle 

for control of knowledge and the means of communication is heating up all 

over the world.” 
 

Education and information are indeed strongly inter-related because people 

have been educated with words, writings and pictures. All these elements can 

define information variables. A two way relationship exist between education 

and information technology; information technology contributes towards 

education and on the other hand the new focus in education through the 

computer training contributes towards the development of information and 

communications technology. 
 

The contribution and influence of information technology on education can be 

seen on two levels, which is how information technology affects education 

policy and how information technology impacts the teaching and learning 

process itself. Looking from the policy perspective, information technology can 

address basic problems, particularly those related to the relation between the 

role of education and work, while from the perspective of the teaching and 

learning process, information technology has the capability the improve the 

main methods of teaching and learning. This is due to the fact that information 

technology can go beyond the confines of time and space (refer to Tengku 

Mohd. Azzman, 1987). In addition, with the use of information technology, the 

process of formal education is not only confined to the 3Rs, which are reading 

writing and arithmetic, but it is also being integrated with two additional 

aspects. These are computer literacy and information literacy. The additions 

of these two forms of literacy, allow us the ability to produce individuals who 

are competent to use computers and allowing the individuals the capability to 

access the knowledge and gain experience in processing the knowledge in 

the electronic form. This helps to expose Malaysians directly to ‘Scientific 

Knowledge’ and ‘Scientific Humanism’, which are qualities that can be seen in 

developed countries.   
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2.6  Prospects and Role of ICT in Social Integration 
 

National integration is the first challenge and final objective of a society, 

especially in the context of a country such as Malaysia, as stated in Vision 

2020. The basis for integration is to create a nation that is united and able to 

determine a shared future. It is hoped the Malaysian race that exist in the year 

2020 lives in harmony and are fully integrated in the different regions and 

ethic groups, enjoying their lives together based on equality and fairness.    

 

In this context, information technology has the potential to contribute towards 

national integration. As indicated earlier information technology is involved in 

two main aspects - information and knowledge, similar to social integration 

and society that involves both aspects. In the context of social integration, 

data that has been interpreted and manipulated becomes information that 

finally leads to knowledge. Information and knowledge becomes the basis for 

seeking solutions to problems and reaching an understanding in social 

interaction. 
 

In a speech given at the opening ceremony at the Second Conference of 

ASEAN Ministers, the Honorable Prime Minister also emphasized the 

importance of information as a basis for integration and political stability. 

According to the Honorable Prime Minister, one of the pre-requisites for 

developing countries to progress is political stability. However this pre-

requisite can only be achieved if citizens are being given the full information. 

The Honorable Prime Minister stressed that information is the element in 

achieving stability and integration. 
 

In addition, the function of information and communications technology is 

related to information and communication, also enables the creation of new 

opportunities for establishing working relations between groups. Working 

relations and exchange of information between working groups, not only 

enhances knowledge and experience, more importantly, it is capable of 

creating understanding and integration. 
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Susumu Yamakage (1990), in his article entitled “A Strategy for IT-led 

development: Impact of Information Technology on Development Policies”, 

the potential for information technology in national integration can be seen in 

three main levels i.e the intra-government integration, the social integration 

and finally the state-society integration. Integration at these three levels can 

only be achieved with existence of information flow that can be shared. 
 

In this era of information technology, the efficient and effective exchange and 

use of information are important aspects in social integration. Tengku Mohd 

Azzman (1987) states in his working paper entitled “Information Technology, 

Education and Developing Countries””, for the first time in man’s history, the 

existence of information and communications technology, allows for unity and 

relations between people of difference countries, ideology and intellectual 

level. Supplementing it is the capability of information and communications 

technology to transcends the confines of time and space that allows free and 

widespread social integration. 
 

The progress in all fields of communication has turned the world into a global 

village. This means that all that has been said or thought of will be seen and 

heard by everyone almost instantly. Now we can witness modern day war as 

it is actually happening. A country can no longer protects its people from 

witnessing what is happening in the other part of the world. The advancement 

in communication technology also increases the level of man’s awareness 

about what is happening in the world around him. Knowledge that can only be 

learned in a lifetime previously, can now be acquired within only an hour. The 

link between human behavior and events have become clearer and also 

closer. Distance no longer separates as with the mere touch of a button, 

people who are very far apart can speak to one another (Mahathir Mohamad, 

1991). 
 

Based on the capability and potential of information and communications 

technology mentioned above, it is clear that information technology can bring 

about meaningful contribution towards integration within a society. It is 
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therefore our collective responsibility to take advantage of information 

technology to ensure understanding and integration in the context of our own 

multiracial country. In other words, information and communications 

technology has a major potential in ensuring racial integration. 

 

2.7  Role and Potential of ICT in the Development of Youth 
 

Youth plays and important role in the social development process. Slogans 

that portray youth as future leaders, hope of the nation etc., clearly shows the 

importance of youth in development. The society in general sees youth as a 

group that participates actively in community activities. This reflects the 

tremendous potential of youth. The emergence of information and 

communications technology has placed youth as a group of people with an 

important role in national development. However at the same time, the failure 

of this group to participate in the use and development of information and 

communications technology may result in them being excluded or 

marginalized. 

 

Mohd Zaidi Aizz (2002) stated that in the era of globalization, post-modernism 

and the development of information and communications technology, there is 

a need for individuals to progress and move forward, to master information 

and knowledge. The love for knowledge, a culture of discussing and love for 

reading must be encouraged among youth so as to develop their thinking 

capacity or the ability to think accurately. The phenomenon of a weak 

foundation in knowledge, creativity and intellectual capacity, has resulted in 

the failure of youth to understand their own problems and problems faced 

within society. This resulted in the implementation of programs, training and 

development projects that does not meet the set targets and fail to address 

the symptoms or actual problems. Even though a lot of money has been 

spent, the problems remain unsolved because the funds had been wrongly 

channeled. 
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Youth is a very complex phase of human development. Therefore it is very 

difficult to give it an accurate definition. In Malaysia, youth refers to those 

belonging to the age group of 15 to 40, as stated in the National Policy on 

Youth Development. In the year 2000, the country has a youth population of 

4.37 million, comprising 20 per cent of the country’s overall population. The 

population of youth is increasing at the rate of 2.6 per cent per year and is 

expected to reach 4.98 per cent by 2005. The objective of National Policy of 

Youth in Development is to create Malaysian youth possessing uniform 

positive personal qualities in terms of their spiritual, physical and mental 

development and at the same time responsible, independent, willing to 

volunteer and patriotic. They would act as the catalyst for the nation, religion 

and country’s continued prosperity and progress in line with Vision 2020. 
 

Since independence, youth have played an important role and contributed 

towards nation building and the development of the country. This contribution 

covers all aspects of politics, economic, social, culture and education. Youth 

are not only future leaders, they are also the leaders of today and this is 

proven from the point of view of consumerism, and the development of 

information and communications. Information and communications technology 

is an important topic for the youth generation. The future of the youth 

generation depends on the increasing role of technology in their daily life. In 

this country, the youth generation is the receivers and early adaptors of 

information and communications technology and the number of youth online is 

more than any other group. Many youth of today use information and 

communications technology not only for their social activities but also to 

further their political and economic interests. At present, many among the 

youth realize the importance and advantages of information and 

communications technology. Compared to the older generation who has 

difficulty in participating in the new economy, youth are always comfortable 

with new approaches and new paradigms of thinking. 
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Despite the higher level of awareness and increased use of information and 

communications technology among youth, a considerable number of them are 

still marginalized. They are the ones that live in the suburbs and rural areas, 

youth from poor families and the disabled. There are several factors that 

cause these groups to be marginalized and these are lack of infrastructure to 

allow youth to gain access, inability to master the English Language – the 

main language of information and communications technology, no basic skills, 

lack of exposure and opportunity for them to use information and 

communications technology. Even among those who have been successful in 

using information and communications technology, their fullest potential had 

not been realized. 
  
This is due to the absence of a comprehensive program. The existing 

information and communications technology program do not really meet the 

needs of this group. The lack of coordination in the implementation of a 

project, lack of focus on content development activities that would benefit 

youth and also lack of youth related activities through information and 

communications technology are among the reasons for this failure. This 

resulted in youth not being fully utilized, creating an even wider digital divide 

among youth and thus leaving a huge implication on the social and economic 

development of society. 
 

It continues to be the fervent hope of many parties to see youth of all age 

groups get involved and benefit from the advantages of information and 

communications technology. More youth from the urban and rural areas 

including the physically handicapped, female youth and those from the lower 

income groups would benefit from information and communications 

technology.  In line with these aspirations, the role of youth should be given its 

due emphasis. Youth should participate in voluntary activities where those 

who are already familiar with information and communications technology 

should come forward to help others within this category who are less skilled in 

order to improve their quality of life.       
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CHAPTER 3: THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND 
SOCIETY 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A review of literature on this topic shows that there are different views with 

regards to the relationship between information technology and society. This 

happens because there are different models, different ways and different 

commentators on the issues of the relationship between information 

technology and society. To show the polarized views on the issues, Forester 

(1989) pointed out that the philosophers talked about “free will” and 

“determinism”, the economist debated the relative merits of “demand-pull” and 

“technology-push” theories of innovation and economic development, and the 

sociologist argued about the merits of “technology determinism” versus “social 

shaping”, or human choice within a socio-cultural context. 
 

There is no unifying theoretical consensus on the relationship between 

information technology and society (Evans, 1988). However, there are at least 

two main approaches in understanding the relationship between information 

technology and society, which is “The Technology Determinism Approach” 

(TDA) and “The Social Shaping Technology Approach” (STTA).  
 

By end of this chapter, readers would be able to: 
 

1. discuss the different approaches of the relationship between information 

technology and society 

2. discuss the “The Technology Determinism Approach” 

3. discuss the “Social Shaping Technology Approach” 

4. discuss the different between “The Technology Determinism Approach” 

and “The Social Shaping Technology Approach” 
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3.1 The Technology Determinism Approach 
 

What are “Technological Determinism” How TDA view on the relationship 

between IT and society? The following explanation will give the answers to 

the questions.  Technological determinism (TD) is the theory that technology 

is indeed an independent factor, and that changes in technology cause social 

change. In its strongest version, the theory claims that change in technology 

is the most important cause of change in society. According to technological 

determinism, technology impinges on society from outside of society. To 

technological determinism, the microelectronics revolution, they claim, is 

causing a new form of society to emerge. We will be forced to change our 

ideas of work and leisure, as the chip 'put millions out of work' (MacKenzie, D. 

& Wajcman J. 1985). 
 

Technological determinism is the notion that technological development is 

autonomous of society; it shapes society, but is not reciprocally influenced. 

Rather, it exists outside society, but at the same time influences social 

change. In more extreme varieties of technological determinism, the 

technology is seen as the most significant determinant of the nature of a 

society. What is remarkable about the notion of technological determinism is 

neither its theoretical sophistication nor its explanatory utility. Rather it is 

important because it is the single most influential theory of the relationship 

between technology and society (MacKenzi^D. & Wajcman, J. 1985; Mackay, 

H. 1995) 
 

TD tended to focus on the 'effects' of technology on society, its 'impact', its 

'implications' and so on. To TD technical change is a prime cause of social 

change, and that technical innovations are themselves 'uncaused' - in the 

sense that they arise only from the working out of an intrinsive disembodied, 

impersonal 'logic' and not from any social influences. The emphasis of 

research and policy under TD is to attempt, to understand and predict the 

likely consequences of evolving technologies. Such studies might cover the 

impact on organisational structures, on the structure ofindustry and the 
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allocation of resources, the implications for markets and so on (Edge, D.I 

995). 
 

There are different views in TD in looking on the relationship between 

information technology and society. There is "soft" determinism and "hard" 

determinism and a continuum of positions in between. There is the 

determinism that sees information technology as the cause of social change 

and the determinism that sees information technology as a consequence of 

social change. There is the type of determinism that sees technological 

development as following an inevitable, fixed course and the determinism that 

sees information technology as having a uniformity of 'impact' (Forester, T. 

1989). The major views also can be divided into three: those that think 

information technology is beneficial; those that think that its effects are 

deleterious; and those in the middle, that think that technology in itself, is 

neutral, that its effects can both be positive or negative depending on the 

choices made by humans. These three main types of relationships, also have 

been referred to as 'optimistic', 'pessimistic' (Hirscheim, 1985; Rowe, 1986; 

Evans, 1988) and 'neutralistic' (Evans, 1988). Some writers have 

distinguished between two or three perspectives or schools of thought which 

understands the relationship between information technology and society. 

Miles et. al (1987) makes a distinction between "the continuist", the 

"transformist" and "the structuralist".  

 

3.1.1 The 'Optimistic', the 'Pessimistic' and the 'Neutralistic' 
 

The 'optimistic' believes that technological change as 'progressive' - leading to 

a 'better' society in terms of material benefits, work satisfaction, enhanced 

freedoms, greater consensus, more leisure time etc. (Rowe, C. 1986). Taking 

the information technology as an example, those in this group, professed that 

it will help workers and management to increase productivity, make the 

organisation more effective, bring many new skills, create more job than it 

displaces, enhance communication, and job satisfaction. Also, that it will bring 

about the "leisure society" which they see as positive and improve society's 
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institutions and services (Evans, 1988). The 'optimist' see the great flexibility 

and wide choice now available through information technology 

as the basis for accelerating world-wide economic development and for 

increasing democratisation, with all being able to benefit from improvements 

in the standard of living, and from wider choice and opportunities (Robinson, 

P. 1990). To them, information technology will play an increasingly important 

role in reducing real costs, in changing production methods in the factory or 

office of the future, in re-shaping competition in many markets, in highlighting 

alternative organisational possibilities and changing lifestyles (NEDO, 1987). 
 

The 'optimist' believes that miracles are within reach, that information 

technology means information, information means culture, and culture means 

emancipation and democracy. Anything that increases access to information 

facilitates dialogue on a more flexible and personal level, encourages 

increased participation and more individual responsibilities, and strengthens 

the ability of the weak and the "the little man" to resist the encouragement's of 

the leviathan, the economic and social powers-that-be (Nora,S. and Mins, A, 

1980). 
 

Contrasting with the 'optimistic', the 'pessimistic' sees technology as the factor 

for the increasing alienation, as more people become unemployable through 

changes in skills requirements, and domination by the information rich over 

the information poor (Robinson, P. 1990). The 'pessimist' emphasizes the risk 

involved – rising unemployment, social rigidity, and the vulgarization of life. 

They see information technology as a victory for the impersonal, repetitive 

nature of tasks and the elimination of jobs. It would solidity the unwieldiness 

and the hierarchical nature of organisations, reinforcing the omniscience of 

those 'in the know' while automizing the others (Nora, S. and Mins. A. 1980).  
 

Those is the 'pessimistic' group predict a society where production is 

organised to satisfy technical norms rather than human need; they see remote 

and individualised services replacing human centred services in health and 

education as computer-based medical diagnosis and computer-run learning 
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programmes replaces doctors and nurses, teachers and lecturers; they see 

vast amount of resources which should be available to development or 

disaster relief agencies, going into systems to produce reams of (unutilized) 

data about the problem, instead of being utilised to prevent suffering or 

promote development; they see relations in the workplace polarised rather 

than harmonised - with the development of a two tier system of employment 

where the minority enjoy secure employment, technical training, prospects for 

career development and promotion, pensions and sick pay - whilst the rest 

face casual employment, with no security, prospects or protection. In short, 

the pessimistic scenario is one where information technology is manipulated 

for the benefit of a privileged minority in society, and use to control and further 

exploit the majority (Traber, M. 1986).  
 

On the other hand, the 'neutralist' claim that technology is 'neutral'. To them, 

technology is politically, culturally and morally neutral, and that is value free. 

So, to them technology can be used for good or bad (Hirsheim). Robin K. and 

Webster (1987) pointed out that "this is to call to mind a common response to 

technology in our society, the view that a car can use either for ferrying people 

to hospital or for robbing banks, a computer for sinister surveillance or for 

making information more widely available. It follows from this that there can 

be no harm in adopting information technology per se and therefore that there 

is nothing wrong with governmental, business and managerial 

recommendations that we pursue 'information technology initiatives' since all 

they call for is familiarization with technologies which we are then free to 

choose either positively or negatively". According to Evans (1988), the 

'neutralist' can be divided into two categories: 'complete neutralist' and 'partial 

neutralist'. The 'partial neutralist' believes that technology does not cause 

anything by itself, that it is neutral at the micro-level. That we can choose to 

have positive effects by influencing government, through citizens opinion 

group, and through other important policies that will curb capitalism of its need 

for valorisation and technical efficiency (Rowe). To them, they believe that the 

net global effects of technology will always be negative. But they are 
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optimistic that we, at least, have a choice to influence the social outcome of 

technology at the micro-level, through choosing a humane design and 

implementation principle. However, those in the 'complete neutralist' group 

believe that technology is completely neutral. That it can have many types of 

effects. To them, our optimism's or pessimism's should be at the level of the 

organisation. 

 

3.1.2 The 'Continuist',   the ' Transformist' and the 'Structuralist'     
 

Another perspective to outline some major differences in assumptions that 

occurred in the technological determinism approach is based on the 

'transformist', the 'structuralist' and the 'continuist' perspectives (Miles et.al. 

1987). Those in the 'transformist' group see information technology as a truly 

revolutionary technology which will be accompanied by revolutionary changes 

to society. Adoption of information technology will be swift and the 

transformation of society on a par with the transition from agricultural to 

industrial societies. They believe that information technology is likely to speed 

up value change as it exposes people to new information and, more 

important, new ways of dealing with information.  
 

On the other hand, the 'continuist' believe the resent developments in 

information technology as merely the current stage in a long-term process of 

incremental change in information processing technology. The rate of 

diffusion will be slow and society will remain essentially unchanged. In the 

continuist view, the issues around information technology are similar to those 

posed by other innovations; they tend to focus on specific information 

technologies - computers, information services, new media, and so on. New 

information technology to them have been adopted for familiar reasons, to 

increase competitiveness, efficiency, productivity, to satisfy consumer 

aspirations and increase convenience. 
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Thirdly, is the 'structuralist' who steers in the middle which in many respects 

fall between these two. Those in this group argued that information 

technology has the capacity to reshape many institutions of industrial society, 

but do not totally transform them. The structuralist perspective would agree 

that the changes of the next decades cannot be extrapolated from the past.  

Three Perspectives on the Nature of Information Technology 
 

Continuists Transformists Structuralists 
 
IT is merely the current 
stage in a long-term 
process of developing 
technological capacities. 
'Revolutionary' claims 
overstated. 
  
Rate of diffusion of IT is 
and will be much slower 
than claimed by interested 
parties. Likely to be many 
mistakes, failures and 
discouraging experiences. 
 
Main features of society 
liable to remain 
unchanged by use of IT: 
change will come from 
social and political 
initiatives.  
 
Forecasting can be largely 
based on extrapolation of 
past experience. In 
practice forecasts 
 are usually short-or 
medium-term, relate to 
narrow fields i.e. individual 
industries or services, 
and-are based on trend 
analysis or conventional 
modelling approaches 
 

 
IT is revolutionary 
technology based on 
synergistic and 
unprecedented rapid 
progress in computers and 
telecommunications.  
Positive demonstration 
effects, and proven 
success of IT in meeting 
new social and economic 
needs, will promote rapid 
diffusion and 
organisational adaptation. 
 
As major a shift in society 
anticipated as that 
between agricultural and 
industrial societies. IT will 
change bases of political 
power and social classes.  
 
Forecasting requires 
identification of 'seeds of 
future' in exemplary 
organisations and 
experiments. In practice 
forecasts are typically long-
term, scenarios derived 
from mixture of intuition 
and generalisation of 
'leading edge' experiences. 
 

 
IT has revolutionary 
implications for economic 
structure and may lead to 
reshaping many areas of 
social life 
Diffusion bf IT will be 
uneven, with some 
countries and sectors 
proving far more able to 
capitalise on potential. 
 
Forecasting requires 
cautious use of both 
preceding methods, 
together with such 
approaches as historical 
analogy. In practice 
forecasts are often 
restricted to such topics 
as change in industrial 
organisation and 
employment. 
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Core Assumptions of the Three Perspectives 
 

 
Continuist 

 
Sees IT as part of long-term evolution of technical capabilities, 
rather dismissive of claims of its 'revolutionary' nature. The social 
implications can be projected from experience with earlier 
generations of electronic devices. Main features of society liable 
to remain unchanged, unless as a result of political upheaval. 
Forecasts: typically short- and medium-term, based on tried 
extrapolation, and conventional modelling approaches, and often 
restricted to employment and consumer market issues. 
 

 
Transformist 

 
Sees IT as a revolutionary development, contributing to a major 
shift in civilisation as those associated with the agricultural and 
industrial revolutions. The social implications follow from a 
complex of changes in values and institutions, and can be 
identified as 'seeds of the future' in some current experiments and 
social movements. Forecasts: typically long-term, scenarios only 
loosely related to present, based on study of leading-edge 
developments, broad range of social and cultural topics treated. 
 

 
Structuralist 

 
Sees IT as the basis for a reorganisatfbn of industrial society - 
part of the core of a 'new technological system',  'long wave' or 
'growth paradigm', the social implications generally related to the 
components of such a structural change, which can partly be 
deduced from historical analogies (e.g. with electrification) and 
partly from studying changes in organisational structures. 
Forecasts: typically seek to combine elements of the two 
preceding approaches, but mainly concentrated on industrial and 
organisational change. 
 

 
 

3.2 The Social Shaping of Technological Approach  
 

Different from TDA, The Social Shaping of Technological Approach (SSTA) 

believes that the technological advances used are not shaped by technical 

factors, but by social influences that determine both the design and 

implementation of technology innovations. Basic assumption of SSTA is that 

the relationship between technology and society is genuinely an interaction, a 

recursive process, 'causes' and 'effect', stand in a complex relationship. The 

SSTA also assumes that social shaping is important, technological change is 

not governed simply by its own 'internal logic'. To SSTA the factors influencing 

the rate, directions and specific forms of technical change are social as well 
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as technical (Edge, D. 1995). Research based on the SSTA started from the 

observation that technology does not develop as a result of a simple technical 

rationality (or other single determining force such as economics); but from a 

range of 'technical' choices are available at every stage in the development 

and use of technology; and various social, economic, cultural and political 

factors as well as narrowly 'technical' considerations influence which are 

selected (William, R. 1995). The issues interested by the SSTA are: what are 

the social factors that shape technological change?; to what extent, and how 

does the kind of society we live in affect the kind of technology we produce?; 

and finally what role does society play in shaping technology ? (MacKenzie, 

D. & Wajcman, J. 1985). 
 

There are different perspectives in the SSTA. Mackay H. (1995) classify a 

distinction between two broad perspectives:  'micro' and  'macro'  perspective.  

The 'micro' perspective can be seen in terms of three schools of thought; the 

'social constructivist', the 'systems', and the 'actor-network'. However, the 

'macro' perspective includes the 'neo marxist' (e.g Braveman, H./h 1984 and 

Russell, S. 1986). I shall not attempt to repeat the views for each perspectives 

since are many authors (e.g Bijker et. al, 1987; N    Mackay, H. 1995; Edge, 

DQ 1995)   have written on the difference between both perspectives. What is 

important here is the fact that both perspectives serve as a needed corrective 

to the 'technological determinism' approach. 
 

Looking at the relationship between information technology and society, SSTA 

believe that the development of information technology has been shaped by 

society. To them, factors such as economic cost, profit considerations, world 

wide and domestic competitions, need for technical progress to enhance 

national power as in mercantilism and military and state intervention etc. lead 

to particular technologies, and that is more important than the effects of the 

technology itself (Edge, D. 1995). To them, technology (information 

technology particularly) is affected at the most profound level by society. Not 

only has the social context affected the rate and direction of the development 

of information technology but studies have shown numerous cases where the 
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development of information technology have been done drawn from the wider 

society and where social and political considerations have entered into the 

process design and the implementation. Cultural, educational, socio-

economic, political and demographic differences are all seen to contribute to 

differences in the way that information technology is implemented and in the 

degree and success of implementation (Einon, G., 1995).  
 

According to Edge, D. (1995) there are eight types of social influence on 

technological change that have been identified: geographical, environmental 

and resource factors, scientific advance, pre-existing technology, market 

processes, industrial relations concerns, other aspects of organisation 

structures, state institutions and the international system of states, gender 

division and cultural factors. In addition to that, there are at least four possible 

ways in which social factors may act in the shaping process of technology. 

Firstly, the social factors influencing selection between available technological 

capabilities. Secondly, where social factors permitted only one area of 

'possible' technological development to be pursued. Thirdly, where social 

factors created particular 'selection environment' that shape technical 

development and finally, where social models are explicitly embodied in 

technology.  
 

There are numerous studies attempted to show the importance of the SSTA in 

understanding the relationship between technology and society. Work by 

Edge, D. (1995) in reviewing the case studies based on SSTA conducted by 

Edinburgh group provides enough evidence to show the importance of social 

shaping of technology. Despite that, Edges work provides a conceptual 

framework for the creation of new technology with a model of the interaction 

between scientific and technical factors on one side, and economics, social 

and political factors on the others. Edges also revealed several previous 

studies related with information technology which SSTA provides important 

approach to analyse the interrelation of information technology and society. 
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Mackay, H. & Gillespie, G. (1992) extending the SSTA by drawing on ideas 

which have been developed in media and cultural studies with the argument 

that 'ideology' and 'appropriation' are important in the social shaping of 

technology. To them, ideology is the central to functional and symbolic 

encoding, and suggest that designers are a key group in the processes. They 

also identify marketing as a process which is central to demand for 

technologies, and in informing their development. They believe that marketing 

is a part of social shaping of technology not only that it forms design, but also, 

in that it plays a part in constructing demand. Proponents of consumer 

sovereignty argued that societal members' desire are manifest in their 

decision to buy or not to buy a given product. 
 

William, R. (1995), work on the social shaping of EDI (Electronic Data 

Interchange) revealed that the development and implication of EDI is not as 

predetermined features - but as 'socially-shaped' by a series of particular 

context and contingencies, patterned by existing trading structures, business 

practices and institutional backgrounds. Nobels, D. F. (1985) study of the 

development of numerical control in the automation of machine tools showed 

that the design and selection of technology is shaped by explicit political 

objectives of transforming work organisation. Fransman (1986) working on the 

development of CNC machine tools in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, 

illustrated the operation of a range of social process. Fransman showed the 

importance of both organisation within the firm and wider environment factors 

in shaping the characteristics and design of machine tools. Flecks, et al. 

(1990) work on robotics showed that the development of technology and work 

organisation had to be analysed as a unity. Studies showed how automation 

embodied particular existing organisational models of firm structure, working 

practices and division of labour and as well as visions of how work 

organization might be transformed. Technology and organization were seen to 

be mutually shaping – evolving through a complex dialectic between 

technological change and organizational development. 
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3.2.1 Understanding Social and Technical Choices 
 

Studies of the Social Shaping of Technology (SST) emerged in the 1980s 

through a critique of the prevailing 'technological determinism' tradition, 

which had limited its scope of enquiry to monitoring the social adjust 

ments required by technological progress.1 In contrast, SST researchers 

'problematized' technological change by showing that it is patterned by 

the conditions of its creation and use, rather than developing solely 

according to an inner technical logic. 
 

The variety of scholars with differing concerns and intellects tions who have 

found a meeting point in SST are united by an insistence that the 'black box' 

of technology must be opened. They aim to expose and analyse the socio-

economic patterns embedded in two key f the content of technologies and the 

processes of innovation (MacKenziez and Wajcman 1985; Bijker and Law 

1992). However, an awareness technologies are “socially shaped” leaves 

unresolved many important questions about the character and influence of the 

forces involved shaping. In seeking to grasp the complexity of these socio-ec 

processes, SST researchers have gone beyond a simplistic notion of “social 

determinism” which sees technology as reflecting a single rat such as an 

economic imperative. 
 

By no longer viewing technology as emerging from a single social 

determinant, or through the unfolding of a predetermined technical logic, 

innovation can be understood as a 'garden of forking paths'. Every stage in 

the design and implementation of a technology involves choices between 

different technical options, although these are not necessarily conscious 

choices. The actual options selected depend on social as well as simple 

'technical' factors. These choices shape the content of; and the direction (or 

'trajectory') of innovation programmes, rest many potential technological 

outcomes with differing implication for society as a whole and particular 

groups within it. 
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The SST perspective has important policy implications. Its proponent argue 

that it makes possible a broader and more pro-active policy agenda. ST 

thinking was influenced from the outset by a desire to democratize 

technological decision making or, at least, to subject it to for social 

accountability and control (Winner 1977; 1985). This view of science and 

technology as areas of social activity, subject to social and amenable to social 

analysis, has sought to overturn the view that science and technology hold a 

privileged 'neutral' standing 'above' society. 

 

3.2.2 A Critique of Technological Determinism 
 

The social shaping perspective seeks to counter the notion of a 'technological 

imperative' - the idea, particularly prevalent in the public rhetoric of 

government and industry, that paths of technological change are inevitable 

and necessitate particular social changes (Edge 1994). This has involved two 

kinds of technological-determinist argument, which claim that: 
 

1.  the nature of technologies and the direction of change are 

unproblematic or predetermined by factors like 'inner technical logic' or 

'economic imperative'; 

2.  technology has necessary and determinate 'impacts' upon work, upon 

economic life, and upon society as a whole. 
 

Technological change is thereby seen as both requiring and producing social 

and organizational change. Moreover, many social scientists have treated 

technology as a given, merely assessing its positive or negative 'social 

impacts'. In failing to address the content of technology, they have also 

frequently regarded diverse technologies — such as robotics and computer-

controlled machine tools — as if they were a homogeneous class of objects, 

uniform in their characteristics and stable over time (Fleck et al. 1990). 

Apparently accepting the rhetoric of suppliers and promoters, they assume 

that these technologies are effective and reliable vehicles for achieving 

organizational change. However, this overlooks often-protracted difficulties in 
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their implementation and frequent failures to deliver predicted and desired 

outcomes (Senker 1987). 
 

In challenging this view, many PICT researchers have sought to investigate 

the ways in which social, institutional, economic, and cultural factors shape 

the direction and rate of innovation and the overall form of technology. The 

following subsections summarize the main disciplines, which have been 

drawn on in developing SST concepts. 

 

3.2.3 The Influence of SST on Policy and Practice 
 

SST research has contributed to a growing understanding among some policy 

makers in government and industry of the limitations of traditional 

approaches. These are now widely acknowledged as having given too much 

emphasis to the supply side of technologies and overestimated the 

contribution of technical specialists and their know-how to innovation — while 

giving insufficient attention to the 'non-technical' knowledge of users and 

consumers of technology. As Sir John Fairclough (1992: 17), an experienced 

science advisor to the UK government, has declared: 'I have come to 

appreciate that the widespread belief in the "linear model" has not helped but 

positively hindered the development of effective policies. 
 

An important general implication of SST analyses is that many of the 

traditional disciplinary boundaries have been unhelpful, particularly as they 

have narrowed the search for social explanations of complex phenomena. For 

example, we have highlighted the need to integrate sociological and economic 

accounts of innovation. Many SST researchers also seek to overcome the gulf 

between the 'social' and the 'technical' — and thus between the social 

sciences and the natural sciences and engineering. Some scholars have 

interpreted this lack of boundaries as pointing to the need for SST to maintain 

an intellectual distance from all its social or technical objects of study and to 

treat them all with a similar analytical scepticism (see for example Woolgar 

199la). Others have argued that SST should not limit itself to critical 
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sociological interpretations, but should explore and foster links with other 

disciplines — especially in science and engineering (see for example 

S0rensen and Levold 1992 and Hamlin 1992). 
 

SST research has contributed to the understanding and management of 

innovation, thereby helping to address a growing concern about the failure of 

technological development to take into account the requirements of the 

'market' of potential users. For instance, some SST researchers have 

articulated their role as actors in shaping technological development, 

alongside technical and other specialists. As Law (1988) noted, those 

concerned with developing new technologies do not play a narrow technical 

role, but are engaged in 'heterogeneous engineering', deploying various 

sources of knowledge to create and grapple with the behaviour of complex 

socio-technical systems. 
 

This role is possible because SST research seeks to go beyond traditional 

concerns with the 'social impacts' of technology by getting 'inside' science and 

technology. This enables the SST approach to examine what factors shape 

the technology which has the 'impacts', thereby opening opportunities to 

influence technological change and its social consequences by identifying at 

early stages where effective control could be exercised. The social shaping 

model thus offers the prospect of moving beyond defensive and reactive 

responses to technology towards a more pro-active role. 
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Chapter 4:  ICT Policy Development and Initiative 
(ITPDI) 

 
By end of this chapter, readers would be able to: 
 

1. discuss the different definition of ITPDI 

2. discuss the different perspective of ITPDI 

3. discuss the social and economic important of ITPDI 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In recent years, the issue of IT Policy Development and Initiative (ITPDI) has 

been receiving great attention. The issue is expected to have significant 

implications for the use of electronic communications in education, business, 

industry and government. There is a scarcity of research that has attempted 

an integrated review of the key issues and principles that underlie the concept 

of the ITPDI, its importance and its social and economic implications.   
 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature relating to the 

implementation and development of the ITPDI.  The review begins by offering 

an explanation of what the ITPDI is, discussing its importance and examining 

the different perspectives from which the ITPDI is viewed. This is followed by 

a review of ITPDI developments in Canada, Korea, Finland, Denmark, 

Germany, the United Kingdom and the European Union. The focus of the 

review is on three important elements: First, the rationale and driving force 

behind the idea; secondly, the goals and aims of the development and 

implementation of the ITPDI and finally, the area of actions in that 

development and implementation. 
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4.2 Definition of ICT Policy Developments and Initiative 
 

It is difficult to provide a single definition of ITPDI, since it covers a very broad 

area and also because the term means different things to different individuals.  

Otte (1994) highlights this problem: 
 

 “The ITPDI goes by different names: I.S, infopike, infobahn, infohighway, 
digital highway, digital information network, and data highway. All of 
these terms seem to indicate the same thing, but nobody seems to have 
provided a simple, easily remembered, all-inclusive definition. Defining 
the Information Society becomes a small exercise in madness when you 
realise that industry and government have a different perspective, a 
different agenda, and therefore a different definition.” (Otte, 1994) 

 

In the context of government, the terminology used across countries differs 

but has normally been taken to relate to the government’s policy direction and 

agenda.  Some countries put more emphasis on the capacity networks, while 

others see new services and applications as the key of interest.  The concept 

is described in a number of ways (Table 3.1).  In the United States, the term 

ITPDI was used, whose policy vision concerning this comprises four areas, as 

described in The ICT policy development, Agenda for Action (IITF, 1993): 
 

• thousands of interconnected, inter-operable telecommunication networks; 

• computer systems, television, fax machines, telephones and other 

information appliances; 

• software, information services and databases (e.g. digital library) and 

• trained people who can build, maintain and operate these systems. 
 

The ITPDI concept introduced by the US has encouraged many developed 

countries to consider the possibility of creating their own information 

superhighways, suited to their national needs. The European Commission has 

adopted the term ”Information Society”, emphasising the fact that the 

application and development of information infrastructures will have a 

significant social as well as an economic impact.  In Japan, the term “High 
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Performance Info-communications Infrastructure” was used to describe the 

ITPDI, which was defined as: 
 

 “... a comprehensive entity that encompasses network infrastructure, 
terminals, software applications, human resources, public and private 
info-communications systems, as well as social values and lifestyles 
related to the information-oriented society.” (MPT, 1994, 13) 

 

In Canada, the term flows from the convergence of once-separated 

communications and computing systems into a single global network of 

networks.  For Singapore, at the heart of the IT2000 Plan (1992) is a “3C” 

framework of information technology: computation, conduit and content.  In 

the United Kingdom, the term “Information Society” is used to mean a society 

where individuals, whether they be consumers or employees, use information 

intensively (DTI, 1996[a]). This usage is enabled by the convergence and 

integration of three business sectors: the information technology sector, the 

telecommunications sector and the information and entertainment sector 

(Figure 3.1). 
 

Even though a ITPDI refers literally, to a set of physical communication and 

telecommunication networks, it cannot exist alone.  This is not only because it 

involves a close interconnection with other computers and applications, but 

also because it has close inter-relationships with broadcasting networks and 

various social and economic systems.  OECD (1997) recognises that the term 

ITPDI should be interpreted widely to include not only the network itself but 

the relevant terminal equipment, the information databases and applications 

and software. This wider definition, therefore, includes both the physical 

transmission and switching capacity, peripheral equipment attached to the 

network, the application software and downstream activities. Essentially, 

ITPDI are largely based, but not limited to, broadband communication 

technologies which, through the process of digitalisation of communication 

infrastructures, the convergence of these technologies with broadcasting 

technologies, and recent technological developments for switching and 

transmission, allowing rapid transmission of large quantities of information at 
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low cost. Unlike existing networks which are restricted to the data-streams 

they can carry, broadband can carry integrated data, video, text and voice 

traffic. Broadband has therefore multimedia service capabilities. There is 

commonality in that the information is in digital form (OECD, 1997). 
 

Another way to define the ITPDI is to go beyond pure technology to discuss 

“the potential impact these technological innovations have on modern society 

and the potential economic and social benefits they provide. In this sense the 

term information infrastructure refers to the ability of new technologies to 

transform the way we work, play, learn and live” (OECD  1995: 5). 
 

The concepts and aspirations which are presently being put forward regarding 

ITPDI are not new (OECD, 1997).  They have in a number of cases been put 

forward in the 1980s. For example, the European Commission’s R&D in 

Advanced Communications-technologies in Europe (RACE) Programme 

dates from the mid 1980s with an objective toward the introduction of 

Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC) taking into account the evolving 

ISDN and national introduction strategies, progressing to Community-wide 

services by 1995.  France, in the early 1980s, had a vision of the information 

society and, based on its Biarritz cable project, put forward the Plan Cable.  

Japan’s NTT was already forecasting significant expenditures in the mid-

1980s to create its Information Network System.  
 

There is no accepted international definition of ITPDI, nor is it desirable to 

have strict or narrow definitions given that technologies and applications are 

changing rapidly. The terminology used across countries differs but there is a 

core consistency in the concepts encompassed by ITPDI. In the United 

States, the term ITPDI becomes current. In other countries, terms such as 

“Information Society”, “Information Highway” and ”Information Networks”, are 

being used.  In this study, a wider term of ITPDI which is not limited to the 

technologies aspect, but also covers the applications, services,  social and 

economic of  information and communications technologies, is used.   
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4.3 Different Perspectives of the ITPDI 
 

The ITPDI has been defined in different ways in different countries.  

Differences in definition and interpretation also occur among the researchers 

into the information society. Webster (1995) in his book Theories of the 

Information Society has distinguished and analysed five definitions of the 

ITPDI, each of which presents criteria for identifying the new. These are: 

technological, economic, occupational, spatial and cultural factors. 
   
Like Webster, Miles (1996) provides an overview of the main alternative 

viewpoints on the social and economic implications of the ITPDI.  He argues 

that the outcome of social and political choices will result from a synthesis of 

these polar views. He calls this scenario “structuralism”, a term which 

highlights the significant roles played by different actors within various 

organisational and group contexts in constraining and otherwise “structuring” 

the ways in which the ITPDI will actually develop. There are two dimensions 

underlying much of the debate on the social implication of ICTs. As 

summarised in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2, these are (Miles, 1996, 38): 
 

 “Depth. These perspectives are concerned with issues surrrounding the 
speed and extent of change. At one extreme, “continuism” has a “more of 
the same” view which stresses the limited extent of ICT-related change 
and social and economic innovation in an information society. (The 
concept of an information society is not even accepted by some 
continuists.) In contrast, “transformism” takes a “something different” 
stance which stresses that the information society is fundamentally new 
and that ICT has an all-pervasive revolutionary potential.  “Structuralism” 
seeks a synthesis of these views. 
 

Width. This dimension reflects debates between, on the one hand, 
“concordists”, who see ICT and the Information Society as being 
characterised by greater democracy, decentralisation, self-expression, 
and personal choice and, on the other, “anatagonists”, who stress the 
threat of greater surveillance and control on political and personal 
activities by a centralised state.  Again, structuralism aims for a 
synthesis.”  
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Besides Webster and Miles, Dutton et al. (1996) provide an alternative view of 

the information society, based on the policy dimension. Dutton argued that the 

vision of a ICT policy development has driven policy changes and created a 

political divide, which also reflects deep and enduring cleavages in public 

policies towards major new technological ventures and industrial strategy.  

These divisions in information and communications policy are typified by 

attitudes to the desirability of public- or market-led policies and to the balance 

between the promotion and restriction of ICTs. They are illustrated in Figure 

3.3, which identifies four contending viewpoints within this policy space: public 

interest “guardians”, information society “sceptics”, information industry 

“deregulators”, and information society “enthusiasts”. There are frequently 

expressed conflicts between the different view-points: 
 

• Enthusiasts - the public sector plays a key role in sustaining their belief in 

the importance of promoting the use of ICTs. 

• Guardians - believe that the public interest is threatened by the 

development of an information superhighway. 

• Sceptics - regard the superhighway as little more than “hype”, driven by 

the supply industry and the technological visionaries, rather than by real 

market demand from business or the public at large.  

• Deregulators - believe that the government should remove constraints on 

business behaviour through the undertaking of comprehensive 

deregulation or preventing the introduction of new administrative 

regulation.  

 

4.4 The Importance of ICT Policy Development and Initiative 
 

Why is a ITPDI important? Why are so many countries investing huge 

amounts of money in the construction of a ITPDI? Previous studies (for 

example, Arnold and Guy, 1992; Brainard, Leedman and Lumbers, 1988 and 

Bessant et al., 1985) on the diffusion and innovation of information technology 

reveal that there are at least three reasons why governments all over the 
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world are framing policies to stimulate the production and use of information 

technology.  
 

First, the information technology supply industry is recognised as one of the 

major growth areas of the economy. Technological change in the information 

technology sector, particularly in the core area of microelectronics, has been 

rapid and vast. Improvements in cost/performance ratios and the consequent 

potential for economic returns and employment growth within the sector, 

ensures that governments must consider the role of an indigenous information 

technology sector in their industrial strategies.  
 

Second, information technology is seen as an essential prerequisite for 

performance improvements downstream in user sectors across the entire 

economy. Its very pervasiveness guarantees government interest in its 

diffusion. In part, these potential performance improvements are expected as 

a result of the direct substitution of new generations of information technology 

equipment with improved performance/cost profiles, but there is also another 

dimension to the expectations associated with information technology.  

Among others, Bessant et al., (1986) have pointed out that the full potential of 

information technology will only be realised when information technology is 

used not only to substitute for capital stock in the performance of existing 

tasks, but also to augment performance by opening up entirely new ways of 

performing tasks both old and new.   
 

Third, access to state-of-the-art information technology is vital for the 

maintenance of effective, indigenous defence capabilities; an extremely 

important consideration for many nations.  
 

The major reasons for the development of a ITPDI is related to four main 

factors or perspectives (OECD, 1997). First, is that the information 

technologies infrastructures, and related applications, are viewed as providing 

the foundation for the transformation of existing social and economic 

relationships into an “information society”. Such an information society is 
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viewed as resulting from a paradigm shift in industrial structures and social 

relations, much as the industrial revolution transformed the agrarian societies.  

A key feature of such society is the transformation of the marketplace; 

networks will provide the marketplace of the future handling of transport, 

access and market transactions. The driving force behind the economic 

growth and development in such society will not be natural resources or 

physical goods but information.  Based on the premise that communication 

networks and markets are to play an important role in economic exchange in 

the future, their development, structure, price and availability will be very 

important in shaping future social and economic life. 
 

In the present economic context, harnessing the process of change promised 

by advanced communication infrastructures, and accelerating change, is 

viewed to be important.  There are several reasons for this: first, the need to 

stimulate economic growth, and in particular, long term employment growth 

which the development of ITPDI is expected to generate; secondly, the belief 

that public policy has a role to ensure that the potential economic gains from 

ITPDI will be realised rapidly; and finally, that country differences in market 

structures and policy tools to assist the development of ITPDI can lead to 

potential friction’s between countries and will also act to limit the overall 

economic impact potential which could result from development of such 

infrastructures. 
 

The third perspective is related to the commercial opportunities which 

manufacturing and services industries foresee arising from the development 

of ITPDI and their applications. The basis for these opportunities is that 

digitalisation is providing and allowing common delivery systems to be used 

for all types of information, integrating different types of services and providing 

the opportunity to develop new services. These developments are also 

leading to the breakdown of existing industry boundaries not only in the 

industries traditionally producing and delivering information but also in using 

industries. The increased role of information in economic activity is also a 

significant factor in this context. Information differs from other economic 
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outputs in that it is non-exclusive (it can be consumed by many consumers) 

and it is often non-destructive (that is consumption does not always require an 

increase in supply). The development of ITPDI and its applications are also 

viewed as having longer term impacts on employment, occupational 

structures, working conditions and social relations. 
 

The fourth perspective believes that ITPDI have international spill-over 

effects. Networks and the delivery of services on these networks do not 

respect borders. Already, there is an interconnected global telecommunication 

network in place based on national public switched telecommunication 

networks. This has taken place through the interconnection of packet 

switched data networks. Many private networks have become global.  

Increased bandwidth and more sophisticated applications and services will 

have important implications at the global level for the development of 

networks. 
 

King and Kraemer (1996, 22) suggested that the ITPDI can possibly affect 

economic development and competitiveness. This will happen through four 

ways:  
 

Support activities of existing industries and enhance their competitiveness.  

Better computer and communications technologies will enable all 

organisations to operate faster, more flexibly, more co-ordinated and less 

expensively, thereby enabling them to compete more successfully. It will 

enable a nation’s businesses to be at the forefront in exploiting new 

opportunities created by the technology whether these enable shifts in market 

share, focus on niche markets, or entirely new products, services and 

markets. 
 

Attract new multinationals to locate in a country and encourage existing 

multinationals to expand. Advanced communications and computer 

technologies such as those proposed for the ITPDI, allow businesses to 

locate manufacturing, engineering and sales closer to markets and still co-
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ordinate these distributed and far flung activities with head quarters and 

regional locations around the world. 
 

Increase communications traffic over the nation’s network thereby enabling 

cost reductions and/or reinvestment in advanced facilities and services.  An 

advanced infrastructure can attract in-transit communication activity and 

stimulate greater use of telecommunications through advanced services such 

as electronic mail, teleconferencing, EDI, packet switching and data 

communications. 
 

Develop information industries that can create information product and 

services for export.  It is likely that firms within nations that lead in deployment 

of ITPDI will be first to create the new information products and services used 

domestically that can be exported to the rest of the world.  The providers of 

information services and the makers of information appliances will have 

growing opportunity for export.  
 

Kim (1996, 57-60) listed four key points to highlight the importance of a ITPDI: 
 

First, users require much more powerful telecommunications networks so that 

they can have easier access to more diversified, higher quality services.  The 

capacity of existing telecommunications networks, mainly composed of 

copper wired cables, is not sufficient for satisfying the different users, nor for 

accommodating explosively increasing telecommunications traffic.  The ITPDI 

can be the effective solution to these deadlocks as massive amounts of data 

being transported at high speed and provide a higher quality of interactive 

services by combining the advantages of television, computer and telephone.  
 

Secondly, ITPDIs are intrinsically based on their economic significance.  To 

enhance national competitiveness, each nation has tried to foster its 

information and telecommunications industry, which is universally seen as a 

leading industry of the Twenty-First Century (Figure 3.4).  The development of 

a telecommunications network causes, or is a prerequisite for, economic 
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development, in that such networks are the most basic components of the 

infrastructure in the information society.  For these reasons, the expansion of 

the telecommunication infrastructure is given high priority in the setting of 

investment in most countries. Policy-makers across the world seem to 

consider that their country’s economic growth and social development and 

their citizen’s well-being, will be greatly dependent upon the improvement of 

their information networks.  
 

Thirdly, increasing competition among telecommunications service providers 

provides a motive for the proliferation of ITPDIs.  Friction between countries 

associated with trade in goods has now spread to the service sectors as legal 

services, education, intellectual properties, and telecommunications services.  

The Uruguay Round negotiations not only brought services into General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), but became a watershed towards 

the free competition of world trade. 
 

Finally, information and communication technologies have been progressing 

rapidly since the 1980s, owing to the concentrated efforts of both private 

companies and governments across the world. 

 
4.5 The General Economic and Social Impact of the ITPDI 
 

The ITPDI seeks to enhance national competitiveness and improve the quality 

of life of the general population. It is expected that the development of a ICT 

policy development will be one of the most important contributions to a 

nation's economic and social challenges.  Through the ITPDI, the citizens of a 

country will be given access to enormous benefits, in terms of Government 

services, commerce, business, health care, and education. Some expected 

possibilities include greater citizen participation in deliberative democracy, 

advances in medical treatment and research, creation of jobs, increase in 

economic growth and productivity, reduced heath care costs, and quick 

verification of critical information. 
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The Department of Trade and Industry of the United Kingdom (DTI, 1996[a]) 

has argued that while no-one knows what eventual form the Information 

Society will take, the benefits of its emerging products and services are 

manifest. They will deliver to businesses, consumers and government users 

alike, enhanced convenience, timeliness, control, choice and quality. The 

restrictions of time and place will be substantially eroded.  For instance, many 

business processes will be able to occur remotely, using mobile technology 

and increased PC processing. Consumers will have access to enhance 

information and entertainment and will be able to complete transactions more 

effectively within the home. Finally, governments too will find that their ability 

to access, manage and utilise vast quantities of information will be greatly 

enhanced.  Consequently, the development of the Information Society is likely 

to have an effect not only on the economy but also on business and social 

structures. 
 

“Just as the telephone system revolutionised the way every business 

operates, just as the computer is even now revolutionising the way business 

is operating, the Information Superhighway will do the same,” said Gore as 

reported in the May, 1994, issues of PC World.  “New services that we don’t 

even dream of right now will be huge players in the economy of the next 

decade.  Any business that assumes the Information Superhighway will not 

have a profound impact on its future is making a mistake,” he continued. 
 

Building the physical infrastructure for the new telecommunications 

“superhighway” can itself generate employment. In addition, further new ICT-

based industries will continue to be developed, as they have been since the 

1950s. Some jobs creation will also continue to come from the transformation 

of old industries by the application of ICT’s, as has been occurring in financial-

service enterprises (Freeman, 1995, 33). The Selected Committee on Science 

and Technology in its report Information Society: Agenda for Action in the UK 

(1996), argues that the ITPDI can have two major effects on the economy.  

First, it can affect the growth of the information industries themselves.  These 

include the semi-conductor and computer hardware industries, the software 
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industry, the publishing industries, and the telecommunications and 

broadcasting industries.  Secondly, and arguably more important, policies can 

be implemented which will determine the extent to which all sector of the 

economy and society use electronic information resources. Effective 

information exploitation, within both the public and private sectors, can have a 

significant “multiplier effect” on the economy as a whole. This is recognised by 

the European Commission, for example, whose 1993 White Paper stated that 

“the wealth of nations is increasingly based on the creation and exploitation of 

knowledge”. Similar statements are to be found in the US, The ICT policy 

development Agenda for Action and Singapore’s policy document, IT2000. 
 

In the US, the ITPDI is expected to provide for the integration of hardware, 

software, and skills that will make it easy and affordable to connect people 

with each other, with computers, and with a vast array of services and 

information resources. It is anticipated to be a seamless web of 

communications networks, computers, databases, and consumer electronics 

that will put vast amounts of information at users' fingertips. This seamless 

web "of communications networks including computers, televisions, 

telephones and satellites" is expected to alter, forever, the way Americans 

"live, learn, work and communicate with each other, both here in the United 

States and around the world” (Information Infrastructure Task Force, 1993, 3).  

The US Administration has indicated its commitment to build the ITPDI to 

meet the information needs of its citizens. This infrastructure is expected to 

expand the level of inter-activity, enhance communication, and allow easier 

access to various kinds of services. It is expected to accelerate the 

transformation of this society to the Information Age, and provide increased 

accessibility to a vast array of electronic information resources and services. 
 

In Japan, one study has estimated that 2.43 million jobs can be created and 

new economic activity will increase, as measured by the multimedia market, 

by 123 trillion yen. These estimates are based on a scenario of having in 

place a full nation-wide broadband network development for a target year of 

2010. A number of representative industries and services which ITPDI will 
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generate are used as a basis for projections. Other estimates in Japan are for 

market growth in the information/communication technologies area of 12 per 

cent annual average growth between 1993 and 2010 expanding the market  

to 25 trillion yen (OECD, 1997, 36). 
 

Study by OECD (1997) reveals that the ICT policy development already play 

an important role in OECD countries. In the case of the public 

telecommunications service market, revenues of US$392 billion were 

produced in 1992 by OECD countries amounting to some 2 per cent of GDP, 

and investment by public operators has averaged around 3 per cent of gross 

fixed capital investment for OECD countries amounting to some US$102 

billion in 1992.  The revenue of equipment manufacturers globally was about 

US$161 billion in 1994.  The development of the ICT policy developments are 

expected to enhance the economic weight of these industries in OECD 

countries, increasing their share according to some estimates, to between 10-

15 per cent GDP (OECD, 1997). 
 

In France, one study has estimated that the market for network-based 

services (“teleservices”) will increase from FF 33 billion in 1993 to between FF 

86-195 billion by 2005, depending on whether no action is taken to stimulate 

the market (low growth hypothesis) or whether a number of policy step are 

implemented (high growth hypothesis). In addition, based on these 

hypotheses, employment was estimated as increasing from 65,000 in 1993 to 

between 170,000 to 370,000 (OECD, 1997). 
 

The above analyses has illustrated the importance of ITPDI and its general 

economic and social impact.  In concluding this section, three main points are 

highlighted. The development of the ITPDI is fundamental and can be 

considered as critical factor for any country to survive in the future global 

economy. There are several reasons for this. First, the development of the 

ITPDI and related application provides the foundation for the transformation of 

existing social and economic relationships into an “information society”.  

Secondly, the development of the ITPDI is promised to be one of the most 
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important contributions to the economic growth.  Finally, the promises of an 

information infrastructure go beyond the economic benefits, as it is also 

viewed as providing opportunities to address social challenges. In general, the 

widespread use of an information infrastructure is expected to have a 

significant social impact by transforming the way we live, work and play. 
 

The ITPDI and the application of its related services has already played an 

important role in the economies of many developed countries. Many studies 

(OECD, 1997; Kahin, 1997; European Commission, 1994, 1995; Dedrick and 

Kraemer, 1994, 1995) estimated that the development of an information 

infrastructure have created millions of job and new economic activities.   
 

The significance of the ITPDI in the development of an information society in 

many countries can therefore not be overstated. Any country that fails to take 

advantages of the opportunities, or to respond properly to the challenges 

brought by the ICT policy development, will fall to a secondary position in the 

information society. The ITPDI is one of the most valuable assets in the 

information society, as such its investment can be regarded as an investment 

in the future possibilities. 
  
The next chapter will now turn to review the national approach in the 

development of the ITPDI in the developed and few newly industrialised 

countries. It will focus especially on the rationales and motives, aims and 

objectives, the strategies and area of action in the development and 

implementation of the ITPDI initiatives in different countries.  
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Chapter 5 
 

By end of this chapter, readers would be able to: 
 

1. discuss the similarities and different approached ITPDI in different 

countries  

2. discuss the key motivation, drivers and component of ITPDI in different 

countries 

3. discuss different strategies in the formulation and implementation of 

ITPDI 

4. discuss the role of government in the formulation and implementation of 

ITPDI 

5. discuss and highlight the issues and challenges in the implementation of 

ITPDI 

 
5.1  Introduction 
 

The increasingly close relationship between computer technology, 

telecommunications, consumer electronics and audio-visual media has 

triggered a wide-ranging discussion throughout the world about the move to 

the information society. In the highly industrialised countries, the movement 

towards the information society has been seen as a key element of their 

development in the Twenty-First Century. In some countries, these issues 

have been dealt with at the highest political level. Recognising the importance 

of the information society, most governments in the developed countries have 

taken several initiatives. These IT Policy Development initiatives have 

typically involved three important elements.  First, the formulation of a vision, 

which may include a shorthand concept, such as an “information 

superhighway” or “information society”, that gives the public an easy way to 

conjure up and envisage the changes (Table 3.3). Secondly, the marshalling 

of appropriate policies or policy frameworks. This may mean recasting or 

redirecting existing policies to account for changes in technology. Thirdly, 
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setting up strategies for implementation, which encompass new regulatory 

frameworks, tax incentives, privatisation, promotional rhetoric, procurement 

programmes, and research funding. Strategies often require continued policy 

development because of the volatile nature of technologies and emerging 

markets, as well as the difficulty of foreseeing the impact on different sectors 

of the economy (Kahin and Wilson, 1997).  
 

Different countries have different strategies and approaches in implementing 

the IT Policy Development initiatives, some very directed and formal, some 

reactive and ad hoc (Table 3.4). The scope of the goals set varies from 

country to country, according to the available resources, the technological and 

economic level achieved and the strategic aims of the country concerned (see 

Table 3.5)i.  In general, the main aim of the IT Policy Development initiatives 

is to: 
 

1. gain  and maintain a competitive edge within the world economy as well 

as to help solve domestic problems; 

2. enhance and improve the quality of the life and welfare of the nation; to 

develop and create new jobs; and,  

3. secure the position of the country as a leading information society and 

advanced nation-wide information infrastructure.  
 

The rationale and driving force behind the ITPDI also differ in different 

countries. In some countries, the ITPDI was driven by the prediction that 

developed nations will shift from the industrial society, in which tangible 

objects are manufactured, to an information-based society, in which 

knowledge is gathered and sold. Meanwhile, in other countries, the ITPDI 

initiatives have been driven by the technological competitiveness in the 

computer and communication industries.  However, the common driving force 

is first and foremost a reaction to the changing forces of technology and the 

desire of governments world-wide to improve the use of ICTs products and to 

make the best possible use of the opportunities they create.  This will lead to 
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an increase in competitiveness, the creation of new jobs and improvement in 

the overall quality of life for all citizens.  
 

There are also differences in terms of the area of action in implementing the 

ITPDI (Table 3.4). In certain countries, the focus of action is on the 

technological aspect; constructing the intergovernmental networks, regulatory 

reform, conducting the demonstration projects and legal framework.  Other 

countries focus on the social and cultural aspect; the information content and 

how the ITPDI initiatives will bring benefit for the people.   
 

The following section will review the development and implementation of the 

ITPDI in different countries. The rationale, aims, strategy, the main area of 

action and issues and challenges in the development and implementation of 

the ITPDI initiatives will be highlighted. The review begins with the ITPDI 

initiatives in Singapore and the United States of America. This is followed by a 

review of such initiatives in Japan, Canada, Korea, Finland, Denmark, 

Germany, the United Kingdom and the European Union. The reason for 

introducing the countries in this order is because the Singapore Government 

was the first in the world to articulate a vision of developing a broadband IT 

Policy Development as a means of achieving its national socio-economic 

goals (National Computer Board, 1992). Meanwhile, in the case of the US, the 

launch of the “IT Policy Development” in 1992 has emerged as a topic of 

world-wide debate and action (Dutton et. al., 1996). These countries were 

selected because they represent the developed economies which have been 

particularly keen to pioneer initiatives associated with the ITPDI. 

 

5.1.1 Singapore: IT 2000 Plan - The “Intelligent Island” 
 

The ITPDI in Singapore dated back to the work of the National Computer 

Board (1981-1991) and the IT2000 studyii. The result of the study was the 

drafting of an IT2000 Vision Plan. This plan was released to the public as The 
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IT2000 Report: Vision of an Intelligent Island. The IT2000 Vision Plan  

envisions that, within 15 years, Singapore will be: 
 

 “... among the first countries in the world with an advanced nation-wide 
information infrastructure. It will interconnect computers in virtually every 
home, office, school, and factory. The computer will evolve into an 
information appliance, combining the functions of the telephone, 
computer, TV and more. It will provide a wide range of communication 
modes and access to services. Text, sound, pictures, videos, 
documents, design and other forms of media can be transferred and 
shared through this broadband information infrastructure made up of 
optical fibers reaching to all homes and offices, and a pervasive wireless 
network working in tandem. The information infrastructure will also 
permeate our physical infrastructure making mobile telecomputing 
possible, and our homes, workplaces, airport, seaport and surface 
transportation systems “smarter”. A wide range of new infra-structural 
services, linking government, business and the people, will be created to 
take advantage of the new broadband and tetherless network 
technology.” (National Computer Board [NCB], 1992, 19-20) 

 

The IT2000 Vision Plan arose from an established desire to exploit 

information technology, to create new national competitive advantages and 

enhance the quality of life in Singapore:  
 

 “The vision of the intelligent Island is based on the far reaching use of 
IT. It sees Singaporeans tapping into a vast well of electronically-stored 
information and services which they can use to their best ends - to 
improve their business, to make their work easier and to enhance their 
personal and social lives.... IT can also create economic growth by 
accelerating productivity and creating new commercial opportunities, 
thanks to electronic data exchange and the electronic transfer designs, 
documents and all sorts of printed materials. With Singapore positioned 
as a vast information “gateway”, the country can also become a global 
hub attractive to companies with global operations and to experts in 
numerous fields who can apply their expertise world-wide.” (NCB, 1992, 
vi-vii) 

 

IT2000 Vision Plan is also seen as part of national economic policy to provide 

tools for competitiveness, and thus economic development, in a globalised 

economy.   
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Under IT2000 Vision Plan, five strategic thrusts to leverage the ITPDI have 

been identified. The first strategic thrust is developing a ‘Global Hub’.  

Realising that Singapore is too small to rely only on its own resources, the 

plan proposed that Singapore should always plugged into the global network.  

In this context, the IT Policy Development has an important role, which is to 

turn Singapore into a highly efficient centre for goods, services, capital, 

information and people. Through the IT Policy Development, Singapore aims 

to become a global business, services and transportation hub. 
 

The second thrust is boosting the economic engine. This thrust is based on 

the assumption that information is a crucial factor of production in many 

industries and is transforming every sector of the economy. In this context, 

innovative exploitation holds the key to Singapore success in competition in 

the top league. The ITPDI will therefore be an important source of competitive 

advantage. Through the ITPDI productivity in existing industries will boost and 

Singapore can move toward high value-added manufacturing, co-ordinating 

links to lower-cost manufacturing centres in the region, as well as an 

intelligent commerce and distribution centre. 
 

The third thrust is enhancing the potential of individuals. The basis of this 

thrust is that skills, creativity, and knowledge sees a critical determining 

success in international competition. Under this thrust, the government is 

committed to invest more in education and training, exploit the multimedia 

capability of the ITPDI and the availability of more powerful and affordable 

information devices to enhance the learning capability of individuals. Potential 

areas of exploitation include extensive use of multimedia technologies in 

schools and tertiary institutions; interactive distance education; enhancing 

indigenous media industries and cultural institutions through the creation of an 

electronic media marketplace; facilitating access to international and local 

data-bases; and providing extra help for the disadvantaged. 
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The fourth thrust is to link communities locally and globally.  Under this thrust 

the ITPDI will be use to help Singaporeans extend and strengthen their 

personal ties, locally and globally, through the creation of electronic 

communities. Potential projects include the establishment of a community 

telecomputing network to help create more involved and cohesive 

communities, and the development of a “Singapore International Net” to 

improve access to Singaporeans overseas and to promote Singapore to 

foreigners. 
 

The fifth thrust is to improve the quality of life of its people.  The aim is to 

enrich the lives of Singaporeans by exploiting the ITPDI to increase the 

discretionary time and to create more leisure options. Potential areas of 

application include reducing the need to travel for business or government 

transactions through the availability of one-stop, non-stop government and 

business services on the ITPDI; teleshopping; cash transactions; 

telecommunicating; easy commuting via electronic road-pricing and an 

intelligent  transport system; better healthcare; and intelligent buildings. 
 

The key implementation of IT2000 Vision Plan evolved around two key 

initiatives. First, is the development of a well-integrated and extensive ITPDI, 

based on advanced information technology. This ITPDI should comprise three 

components, namely, “Conduit”, “Content” and “Compute”iii. Second, the 

setting up of a multi-agency implementation framework, involving the following 

key organisations (Figure 3.5): 
 

1. The IT Policy Development Group (ITPDG) under the National Computer 

Board (NCB) to develop a master plan and spearhead the 

implementation of the ITPDI. 

2. Singapore Telecom and the Singapore Broadcasting Corporation to 

continuously improve their network infrastructure. 

3. The Project Specification Teams under the NCB, in partnership with 

organisations in the private and public sectors, to conduct feasibility 
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studies and develop systems specifications and funding mechanisms for 

national information technology application projects. 

4. A high-level committee to oversee and guide the highly co-ordinated 

multi-agency effort needed to implement the ITPDI. 
 

Although the IT2000 Vision Plan has provided clear strategy and direction in 

the development and implementation of the ITPDI, there are still some issues 

and challenges faced by the government. First and foremost is that the 

Singapore Government clearly needs to attract more companies, both 

domestic and foreign, to invest in new ITPDI-related innovations and 

application. The lead that Singapore now has over most other Asian countries 

in term of physical infrastructure development will not translate into superior 

competitive advantages unless a continuous stream of new, leading-edge 

applications is deployed to exploit the more advanced infrastructures.  

Establishing or creating market demand for new applications and services will 

be the key factor, not technology. The second issue is on how to promote the 

growth of indigenous start-up companies to ride the wave of the new 

emerging ITPDI-related industries. So far, most of the major players in the 

business are either multinational corporations using Singapore as a regional 

hub, or large local conglomerates, primarily the government-linked 

companies. The third issue is that although the plan was officially adopted by 

the government and subsequently received wide domestic and international 

media attention, it did not actually carry with it a significant budget to 

implement any IT Policy Development projects. Indeed, the document was 

seen as more of a broad strategic vision statement than a concrete plan 

proposing specific projects (Wong, 1997, 55-56).  
 

In addition to those problems, there are other problems facing Singapore’s 

progress in implementing its ITPDI.  This include shortage of manpower, lack 

of desire among Singaporeans to venture beyond their border when doing 

business, the feeling of being neglected by the government among the small 

local businesses and finally is the developing Westernisation of the populace 
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with a corresponding growth in the desire for more say in government 

especially among its younger members (see Gurbaxani et. al 1990). 

 
5.1.2 The United States of America: IT Policy Development 
 

In the United States, the concept of a ITPDI was first suggested in the initial 

draft of the High Performance Computing Act (HPCA) of 1991, by Al Gore, 

then a US Senator (Moeller, 1993). This legislation outlined a plan to link US 

supercomputing research centres together on a high-speed network and 

support other high-performance computing. The notion of building a data 

superhighway to stimulate the US economy was expounded in the Democratic 

presidential campaign and later became a key component of the Democratic 

Administration's economic reconstruction policy. 
 

Although it is generally recognised that the Government was the initiator of 

the ITPDI, private industry also played an active role in this process.  At the 

beginning of 1993, the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of thirteen major US 

computer companies lobbied for legislation that would extend the 

Government's existing high-performance computing and communications 

programme, the National Research and Education Network, beyond the realm 

of Government and university laboratories into offices and homes across the 

US.  These CEOs, who are members of the Computer Systems Policy Project 

(CSPP) proposed building a “IT Policy Development”, a broadband digital 

network.  They further recommended that the Government should develop a 

public information programme for the ITPDI and make Government data more 

accessible to the public (Anthes, 1993).  
 

In April 1993, the House of Representatives received a proposal from 

Congressman Boucher that the 1991 HPCA be amended. Boucher's Bill (High 

Performance Computing and High Speed Networking Applications Act of 

1993) proposed that all schools, libraries, and local government offices be 

joined to the Internet and that purely local networks be set up to link various 

institutions, all of which would be using the superhighway (Moeller, 1993).  
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This legislation recognised the significance of the High Performance 

Computing Program (HPCP) and National Research and Education Network 

(NREN) established by Congress in 1991 and recommended that their scope 

be widened to include fields other than defence and research, such as 

education, libraries, dissemination of Government information, and health 

care, to benefit all Americans. Further, it emphasised the need for a co-

ordinated, inter-agency undertaking to identify and promote applications of a 

High Performance Computing Program, which would provide economic and 

social benefits to the nation. The suggested benefits included new tools for 

teaching, the creation of digital libraries of electronic information, the 

development of standards and protocols for making the stores of Government 

information readily accessible by electronic means, and computer systems to 

improve the delivery of health care. 
 

Within this context, Vice President Al Gore and the Secretary of Commerce, 

Ron Brown, announced the Administration's ITPDI initiative in September 

1993, establishing an agenda for a public-private partnership to construct an 

advanced ITPDI. In its Agenda for Action (IITF, 1993), nine guiding principles 

and goals were set out as follows to: 
 

1. Promote private sector investment, through tax and regulatory policies 

that encourage innovation and promote long-term investment, as well as 

wise procurement of services. 

2. Extend the universal services concept to ensure that information 

resources are available to all at an affordable price.  Because information 

means empowerment, the Government has a duty to ensure that all 

Americans have access to the resources of the Information Age. 

3. Act as catalyst to promote technological innovation and new applications. 

To commit important government research programmes and grants to 

help the private sector develop and demonstrate technologies needed for 

the IT Policy Development. 
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4. Promote seamless, interactive, user-driven operation of the ITPDI. As the 

ITPDI evolves into a “network of networks”, the Government will ensure 

that users can transfer information across networks easily and efficiently. 

5. Ensure information security and network reliability. The ITPDI must be 

trustworthy and secure, protecting the privacy of its users. Government 

action will also aim to ensure that the overall system remains reliable, 

quickly repairable in the event of a failure and, perhaps most importantly, 

easy to use. 

6. Improve management of the radio frequency spectrum, an increasingly 

critical resource. 

7. Protect intellectual property rights. The Administration will investigate how 

to strengthen domestic copyright laws and international intellectual 

property treaties, to prevent piracy and to protect the integrity of 

intellectual property. 

8. Co-ordinate with other levels of government and with other nations. 

Because information crosses State, regional and national boundaries, co-

ordination is important to avoid unnecessary obstacles and to prevent 

unfair policies that handicap US industry.  

9. Provide access to government information and improve government 

procurement.  
 

As described in the ‘National Performance Review’, the Administration will 

seek to ensure that Federal agencies, in concert with State and local 

government, use the ITPDI to expand the information available to the public, 

so that the immense reservoir of government information is available to the 

public easily and equitably. Additionally, Federal procurement policies for 

telecommunications and information services and equipment will be designed 

to promote important technical developments for the ITPDI and to provide 

attractive incentives for the private sector to contribute to the ITPDI. 
 

According to the Agenda for Action (IITF, 1993), the benefits of the ITPDI for 

the nation are immense: 
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 “An advanced information infrastructure will enable US firms to compete 
and win in the global economy, generating good jobs for American 
people and economic growth for the nation. As importantly, the IT Policy 
Development can transform the lives of the American people-
ameliorating the constraints of geography, disability and economic 
status-giving all Americans a fair opportunity to go as far as their talents 
and ambition will take them.” (IITF, 1993, 6) 

 

The economic benefits of an accelerated deployment of an effective ITPDI 

have been estimated in the US Agenda for Action as enabling productivity to 

increase by 20-40 per cent by the year 2007, resulting in an increased GDP of 

US$194 to US$321 billion. This sophisticated infrastructure has also helped to 

attract new businesses to particular locations, as has been the case in North 

California, where the local information network has helped to attract high-tech 

companies to the State. 
 

Extending the ITPDI, President Clinton launched The Technology Literacy 

Challenge in February 1996, as a national initiative to connect all American 

schools to the  information highways by the year 2000. A Technology Literacy 

Challenge Fund of 1.6 billion ECU, established for a five-year period, will 

encourage partnerships on equal footing between the States and private 

enterprises. Meanwhile, in December 1996, the President has launched the 

Internet II initiative, which aims to offer the US research and educational 

communities advanced Internet connectivity.  The project aimed at developing 

a new generation of Internet transmission protocols and more advanced 

backbone networks, capable of supporting high-speed communications 

services, including real-time transmission of sound and video. 
 

In implementing the ITPDI, the Government sees the private sector as being 

primary responsible for its design, deployment, and operation.  In contrast, the 

Government will play the “essential roles for carefully crafted government 

actions”iv. The private sector, in collaboration with a variety of user groups, are 

expected to continue to design the ITPDI, and develop the high quality 

products and innovative services. The ITPDI is to be built not by a single 

entity, but by numerous existing institutions that can provide content or the 
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ability for end-users to communicate with one another. The main players 

should involved the Telcos, Internet, and the cable companies (Chan, 1994).  

The private industry is also responsible for virtually every major facet of the 

ITPDI and the information marketplace it creates. According to some 

estimates, the private investment on the ITPDI will be of the order of US$2 

trillion to US$3 trillion, while Government's share will be around US$100 

billion (Hoving, 1994).   
 

Similar with other countries, the implementation of the ITPDI in the US faced 

several issues and challenges. The key issues that are essential for the 

implementation of the ITPDI have been discussed in detail in the Issue Paper 

released by the Committee on Applications and Technology of the Information 

Infrastructure Task Force (IITF, 1994b). The key issues were categorised 

according to: People issues - which concerned with the users of the ITPDI; 

Information issues,  concerned with the commodity of the ITPDI;  Software, 

hardware, and network issues, concerned with the media of the ITPDI; and 

Finance issues, those concerned with financing the ITPDI.  The specific issue 

under each of these categories is listed in Figure 3.6. 

 

5.1.3 Japan: Program for Advanced Information Infrastructure 
 

In Japan, in direct response to the U.S. initiative, the MITI published a 

Program for Advanced Information Infrastructure - a programme for the 

development of the Information Society in May 1994.  The basis of this 

programme is that the dissemination of information technology should have 

significant effects on homes, business, research activities. Secondly, the 

transformation to an advanced information infrastructure society should bring 

about significant changes in all industries and economic activities as well as in 

people's daily lives. This programme was driven by a “catch-up” mentality - 

the view that Japan was behind both in plans for an information infrastructure, 

and in key technologies such as networking and software. 
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Similar with the ITPDI in Singapore and the U.S., the key programme for this 

initiative is the development of a network infrastructure. In this context, the 

key programme is the development of Networks for Advanced Information 

Infrastructure Society. These networks consist of devices connected through 

infrastructure such as computers and software, and have two main 

characteristics. First, networks formed by integrated telecommunications 

infrastructures to meet diversified needs and technological innovations.  

Second, is the seamless network. Seamless means the ability of users to be 

connected to all other users around the world and to share all information 

through the network without any obstruction due to differences in 

telecommunications infrastructure or connected devices (MTT, 1994).  
 

The desirable basic policy directions for realising these program is that the 

moves towards an advanced information infrastructure society will be led by 

the private sector, while the role played by the Government will be to 

supplement and reinforce the initiatives taken by the private sector.  Secondly, 

the Government should promote the use of information technology in the 

public sector particularly in five priority areas: education, research activities, 

medical and welfare services, administrative services and electronic libraries.  

Finally, the Government should improve the environment for realising the 

Advanced Information Infrastructure Society.  In this context, the Government 

is expected to actively tackle improvement of the environment to allow the 

ingenuity and vitality of the private sector to be actualised toward promoting 

the introduction of information systems. The main areas to be improve are 

computer security, standardisation, information systems and intellectual 

property rights.  
 

Different from the Program for Advanced Information Infrastructure, the 

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) proposed different versions 

of the IT Policy Development and published a document, Reforms Toward the 

Intellectually Creative Society of the 21st Century in 1994. Through this 

document, the MPT proposed that Japan need to progress from the existing 

socio-economic system to a different system founded on a new paradigm.  
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That new paradigm is defined as an Intellectually Creative Societyv based on 

info-communications.  The motive of this transition is associated with the need 

to solve the domestic and international problems faced by Japan as it stands 

on the verge of the Twenty-First Century. These problems include the need to 

deal with the aging population, rectifying over-concentration in urban areas, 

reforming Japan’s economic structure, realising a comfortable lifestyle, 

promoting mutual understanding and addressing environmental problems.  

Despite those problems, the fundamental problem is the need to remain 

competitive in the international economy: 
 

 “The international competitive environment is changing in step with the 
progress of yen appreciation and the growth of the newly industrialising 
countries, and Japan is increasingly shifting its production facilities 
overseas, especially in the manufacturing industries where 
competitiveness has been declining.... The shift production overseas is 
continuing at a fast pace, giving rise to fears of a hollowing-out of 
industry.  For this reason, too, it is imperative that Japan switch to a new 
highly productive framework for industry and employment, a framework 
centred on areas with high intellectual added value.” (MPT, 1994, 5) 
 

 

Like the MITI’s Programme, the key initiatives for Intellectually Creative 

Society programme is the development of the network infrastructure or High-

Performance Info-Communications Infrastructure. The High-Performance Info-

Communications Infrastructure in this programme is define “as a 

comprehensive entity that encompasses network infrastructure, terminals, 

software applications, human resources, public and private info-

communications systems, as well as social values and lifestyles related to the 

information-oriented society” (MPT, 1994, 5).   
 

In implementing the High-Performance Info-Communications Infrastructure, 

recommended measures which should be effected by the Government were 

proposed under this programme (see detail actions in Table 3.6). In 

establishing a subscriber network infrastructurevi, the Government is expected 

to lead in expediting and promoting network-related investment, network 

usage, and the socio-economic reforms. Secondly, the public sector is 
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anticipated to play the leading role in developing and introducing applications 

so that private investment will be stimulated. Meanwhile at the same time, the 

Government is also required to provide financial support and other incentives 

to accelerate the development of applications. Thirdly, the Government is 

expected to review the regulatory aspects of telecommunication system to 

accommodate the convergence of telecommunications and broadcasting.  

Fourthly, it is necessary to create an opportunity to determine the new 

universal service for the multimedia era and appropriate system.  
 

In this context, the Government is to conduct a public hearing attended by a 

wide range of people, including users, to ensure systems facilitate private 

business innovations in providing services and achieving consumer usability.  

Finally, the Government need to prepare the environment for the Intellectual 

Creative Society through reforming systems and practices and developing 

human resources. 
 

The main difference between Japan and other countries in developing and 

implementing the ITPDI is that Japan has different versions and more than 

one policy and vision of a ITPDI. As presented, the MITI proposed the 

Program for Advanced Information Infrastructure, while the MPT speaks 

specifically about the Reforms Toward the Intellectually Creative Society of 

the 21st Century.  These differences are the result of the intense bureaucratic 

rivalry in the Japanese Government (West, Dedrick and Kreamer, 1997).  
 

Despite the differences, each of the vision has emphasised that the role of the 

ITPDI is in promoting the future growth and enriching the lives of Japan’s 

citizens. The elements of Japan’s ITPDI vision focused on creating an 

information and communication based economy, and the benefits expected to 

spring from such an effort. They include: producing new multimedia products 

and services; installing a nation-wide broadband, fibre-optic 

telecommunications infrastructure; creating hardware products that can be 

manufactured domestically; developing software capabilities; and improving 

productivity of the economy through the application of information and 
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communications technologies. Second, the creation of an advanced ITPDI 

would help make existing industries more productive and competitive through 

application of network technology within and among corporations (West, 

Dedrick and Kraemer, 1997). 
 

Similar with other countries, Japan cannot implement its ITPDI without having 

to face key problems and challenges. As noted by West et. al. (1997), despite 

the inherently new opportunities and benefits expected to be brought by the 

“vision”, in reality, there are several fundamental problems unsolved in the 

development and implementation of Japan’s IT Policy Development. Among 

the key problems identified includes the absence of consumer from the ITPDI 

debate, the bureaucratic rivalry in promoting the ITPDI, financial challenge, 

limited user experience with the public networks and computers, and 

technological choice especially on issues regarding the competing paradigms 

between interactive television and Internet. 

 

5.1.4 Canada: Information Highway 
 

In Canada, several steps have been taken to prepare the country to become 

an information society. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the Government took 

the first steps towards reforming its policy, legislative and regulatory 

framework relating to telecommunications and broadcasting. In the 1994 

“Speech from the Throne”, the Canadian Government announced its intention 

to implement an information highway: 

 
“...The information highway will become a “network of networks”, linking 
Canadian homes, businesses, governments and institutions to a wide 
range of interactive services from entertainment, education, cultural 
products and social services, to data banks, computers, electronic 
commerce, banking and business services.” (The Speech from the 
Throne, January 18, 1994) 

 

The Government believes that the development of the information highway 

will provide enabling effects in all industry sectors and regions of Canada.  

First, it will stimulate research and development in leading-edge technologies.  
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Secondly, it will facilitate the diffusion of innovative technologies and 

information-based services. Thirdly, it will strengthen the competitiveness of 

large and small Canadian businesses and finally, it will provide cost-effective 

access to high-quality health care, educational and social services.  
 

The information highway initiative is essential to Canada’s success in a new 

global economy, in which value, jobs and wealth are based on the creation, 

movement and application of information. The information highway is 

expected to have a number of other positive outcomes. Competing in global 

markets is encouraging Canadian industry to work more efficiently, and in a 

“smarter” manner, to improve product and services quality, and to differentiate 

Canadian companies from their competitors. 
 

 “The key to competitiveness will be the ability of firms to develop, 
acquire and adapt new and state-of-the-art information and 
communication technologies, products and services....the tools that will 
be available on and through the information highway system.  In 
addition, the timely distribution of information held by the Government 
could increase the competitiveness of small and medium-sized 
Canadian businesses by giving them access to a new range of 
information, tools, services and electronic commerce capabilities that are 
normally available only to large institutions.” (The Information Highway 
Advisory Council, 1995, 2) 

 

There are at least two factors driving the Canadian information highway 

initiative. The first is related to the challenge of the global information 

economy - especially the market and technology trend.  In this context, the 

Government believes that the developments in communications and 

information technologies are transforming the way in which Canadians 

interact and do business in almost every field of endeavour, opening up new 

opportunities and challenges both in domestic and international markets. This 

is stated in the Final Report of the Information Highway Advisory Council 

(1995): 

 
“These technologies influence where and how we work, play and study; 
how we do research, design and manufacture products; how we get our 
banking done and pay our bills and taxes; how we learn about what’s 
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going on in the world, educate our children and retrain ourselves for 
changing jobs; and how we interact with friends and family and spend 
our leisure hours. The global integration of markets makes the timely 
exchange of information a critical competitive advantage. New 
businesses are rapidly developing to feed new markets. In an 
information-based economy, most of the new jobs created require the 
ability to generate, access, analyse and use information.  These 
capabilities have become essential for economic growth and social well-
being.”  (The Information Highway Advisory Council, 1995, 3) 

 

The second is related to competition. The Government believes that Canadian 

people need to respond to the challenge from their competitors (the United 

States, the European Community and Japan) in developing the information 

infrastructure.  The Government also believes that: 

 
“... if Canada is to succeed in a global economy based on the creation, 
movement, storage, retrieval and application of information, our 
communications networks must be knitted into a seamless and powerful 
information infrastructure serving all Canadians.  If Canada does not 
match the efforts of its competitors in accelerating infrastructure 
development. and opportunities for network, product and service 
development... and the resulting economic growth and new jobs - will be 
seized by firms in other countries.  The critical services and connections 
that Canadian businesses need for international competitiveness will be 
provided by our competitors, and Canadians could find their 
communications systems almost devoid of Canada content, products 
and services.” (The Information Highway Advisory Council, 1995, 5). 

 

In implementing the information highway, the Government has set out five 

operating principles as follows: 
 

An interconnected and inter-operable network of networks:  Public and private 

networks, including existing and planned telecommunications, cable, satellite 

and wireless networks, will be linked together to create an information and 

communications infrastructure.  
 

Collaborative public and private sector development: The Canadian 

information highway will be built and operated by the private sector within a 

strategy that meets Canada’s goals and objectives. With few exceptions, 

Canadian communications networks are owned and operated by industry.  
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The Federal Government will continue to play a key role in the development of 

a coherent and flexible policy environment that will not only stimulate private 

sector investment and innovation, but will also oversee the interests of all 

Canadians. The Federal Government will also co-ordinate the national 

strategy for the information highway with other levels of government in 

Canada and with other countries. 
 

Competition in regard to facilities, products and services: The Government will 

apply pro-competitive policies, to the greatest extent possible, in all aspects of 

the information highway. This will mean competition between traditional and 

new network operators. The Government will also review copyright and 

intellectual property legislation to ensure that it remains appropriate in a digital 

age. 
 

Privacy protection and network security: The information highway will multiply 

the flow of information and the related privacy and security challenges that 

must be addressed. The Government is prepared to take the required 

measures to ensure that privacy is protected, should this be necessary. 
 

In September 1995, the Advisory Council released its final report,  

Connection, Community, Content: The Challenge of the Information Highway,  

which contains some 300 recommendations for Government action.  In May 

1996, the Canadian Government published the policy document Building the 

Information Society: Moving Canada into the 21st Century as a response to 

IHAC’s final report. Building the Information Society highlights the policies and 

initiatives to facilitate Canada’s transition to an Information Society and 

knowledge economy by four strategic thrusts. These four thrusts involve the 

following policies and initiatives: 
 

a) Building Canada’s Information Highway by creating a competitive, 

consumer-driven policy and regulatory environment that is in accord with 

the Canadian public interest and that is conducive to innovation and 
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investment by Canadian industry in new services on the Information 

Highway. 

b) Fostering Canadian content on the Information Highway, thereby 

strengthening the country’s ongoing national cultural dialogue and 

creating economic growth and jobs. 

c) Realising the economic and social benefits of the Information Highway for 

all Canadians and allowing them to participate fully in the emerging 

Information Society. 

d) Improving Government by ensuring better, more affordable services and  

making Government accessible and responsive and a model user and a 

catalyst for Information Highway development across Canada. 
 

In addition, the document also identified four main tasks for the Government.  

The first is to create a policy and regulatory environment which encourages 

industry to build Canada’s Information Highway. This is to include a 

comprehensive policy on the convergence of the telecommunications and 

broadcasting industries, to allow them to offer competing services in local 

markets.  Second, the Government is committed to increasing the Canadian 

content of the Information Highway, by continuing, for example, the process of 

digitising the large collections of libraries, museums and galleries with the aim 

of making them available to Canadians nation-wide. The third task is to be 

aware of the Information Highway’s economic and social benefits, including 

the development of a national access strategy, involving policy, regulatory and 

other measures, to ensure affordable access - by all Canadians - to essential 

communication services, and reviewing the Canadian Labour Code to ensure 

that Canadian workers continue to enjoy appropriate protection in the 

emerging information highway workplace. 
 

Canada too, like other countries, faces a number of challenges and issues 

which must be addressed in implementing the Information Highway’s. The 

most significant problem facing Canada is related to four main issues 

(Clement et al., 1995): 
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Privacy: In a survey, nearly 85 per cent of Canadians fear that the information 

highway will be a threat to their privacy. The Federal Privacy Commissioner, 

in his latest Annual Report, correspondingly calls for much stronger protective 

legislation. Behind such broad agreement about the importance of privacy lurk 

deep divisions and uncertainty. The current legal framework, based on Fair 

Information Practices developed in the 1970s, is not likely to be adequate for 

proposed interactive multi-media networks.  
 

Universal access:  Changes in the political climate over the last 15 years have 

led public interest groups to fear that the Government and private sector will 

define universal access in narrow terms. Thus, who will be able to connect to 

the high-speed network? What information sources and services will be 

available once connected? Will there be a diverse range of services available 

without specific governmental intervention, or will a few commercially 

dominant offerings crowd out alternatives? It also remains to be determined 

just how vital these various forms of access are. If they are not considered to 

be as valuable as other universal social services, then claims on the common 

purse may simply serve as a means for a public underwriting of private gain.  
 

Employment and workplace: This issue is often overlooked as information 

policy matters, but with the growing recognition that we are witnessing 

profound transformations of jobs, work organisations, and labour markets 

associated with the rapid deployment of information technologies, these 

issues must come increasingly to the fore.  
 

Governance: This is the overarching issue, for it encompasses decision 

making in the pursuit of the public interest. It goes well beyond privacy, 

accessibility, and employment issues to include specifically broad social and 

economic development questions.  There are two main aspects to consider:  

How do we, as citizens, give shape to the new means of communication?  

Conversely, how will these means affect our decision making? The former 

concerns the relationships among governing bodies: What are the 

relationships among sub-national, national and supranational levels of 
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governments that are promoting development through the use of information 

and telecommunications technologies? How are these relationships ordered 

on a global basis for public governance of telecommunications technology?  

Can a theoretical link be proposed between the geographic scope of 

governance and the type of social and economic development which is 

pursued through the use of communications technology?     
 

The latter concerns the impact of the new media on forms of governance.  

There is wide speculation that the expanding sources and channels of 

information and the opening of novel discussion forums, such as "electronic 

town halls", will broaden the scope of participation in public affairs at all levels.  

New forms of political mobilisation and decision making may be enabled.  On 

the other hand, experiences with these electronic forums suggests that they 

can easily become chaotic and overwhelming to participants.  

 

5.1.5 Finland: Network Economy and Information Society 
 

In Finland, the concept of the Information Society dates back to the work of 

the Information Technology Advisory Board (1976 to 1991) and to a review of 

Finland’s information technology and telecommunications policies undertaken 

by the OECD in 1992vii.  The OECD review concluded that while Finland had 

reached an astonishingly high level of information technology and 

telecommunications penetration and expertise, the country lacked a clear 

statement of strategy in these areas.  Consequently, following a Government 

decision, the Ministry of Finance (MOF) was given the task of preparing a 

statement of strategy.  In early 1995, the MOF produced the report, Finland 

Towards the Information Society - a National Strategy. The report was 

researched and written during 1994 and benefited from the launching, in the 

United States, of the ITPDI concept, and from the publication of the 

Bangemann Report and the subsequent decisions of the European Council on 

Europe’s Way to the Information Society.  Parallel strategy work has been 

going on in related areas in Finland, most notably in industrial,  

telecommunications, educational and cultural, and health and welfare sectors, 
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usually with specific reference to information technology and networking 

(MOF, 1995[a]).  
 

To become a leader in the development of the Information Society, and to 

gain and maintain a competitive edge, is a prime motive of Finland’s vision of 

the Information Society.  This is stated in the policy document Finland’s Way 

to the Information Society: 
 

 “The objective of Finland’s Information Society is to cope successfully 
with upcoming challenges.  Finland aims to secure its position to ensure 
that, in the year 2000, it is still one of the leading information societies in 
Europe and indeed the world, a place where the information and 
communications industry is important, where everyone has the 
opportunity and basic skills to use the services of the Information 
Society, and where the procedures and structures of business, industry 
and the public sector have been renewed by using information 
technology. To this end, the infrastructure of the Information Society 
must be competitive and serviceable in every respect, and the level of 
IT-know-how must be high.” (MOF, 1995[b], 5) 

 

The objective of the Information Society strategy is to gain and maintain a 

competitive edge within the world economy as well as to help solve domestic 

economic problems. This makes it necessary to equal, and in some areas to 

exceed in sophistication, the best practice of IT application in competing 

countries (MOF, 1995[a]).   
 

The vision of Finland’s Information Society started from the given premise that 

Finland is already an advanced Information Society, based on networking, 

and a world-class competitor in the implementation of information and 

communication technology.  Finland’s information society strategy is based on 

three main elements.  They are: (i) renewal into an information society, (ii) the 

development of the information industry, and (iii) the assurance of the 

necessary conditions, for example research, know-how, and the development 

of an IT infrastructure (MOF, 1995, 9). 
 

In order to structure the vision, aims and the total concept of the strategy, the 

national guidelines have been drafted to point the way: 
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• Information technology and information networks to serve as tools in 

private and public sector renewal. 

• The information industry to become an important sector of economic 

activity. 

• Professional expertise in information and communications technology 

to be maintained at a high overall level, with selected peaks. 

• Everyone to have the opportunity and basic skills for using the services 

of the information society. 

• Finland’s information infrastructure to perform in all aspects as 

competitive and capable of providing high quality services (MOF, 

1995[a], 9-10). 
 

The priority actions in the development of Finland’s Information Society vision 

have been identified as show in Table 3.7. In addition to the priority action, 

Finland’s Government has also identified twelve major activities, to take place 

in the coming years, which cover network infrastructures, applications in 

business and industry, the public sector, information and communication 

industries, training, culture, research and development, transport, social 

welfare and health, national information resources, legislation and other 

framework conditions, and international co-operation (MOF, 1995[a]).   
 

To extend the information society initiative, the Ministry of Education (MOE) 

set up an Expert Committee on 13 September, 1994, to prepare a strategy for 

education, training and research into the Information Society and this was 

followed by the launching of a strategy document Education, Training and 

Research in the Information Society - A National Strategy, in March 1995.   

 
5.1.6 Denmark: Info-Society 2000 
 

In Denmark, the Danish Ministry of Research and Information Technology 

(MRIT) issued the report Info-Society 2000, detailing Denmark’s strategy for 

the Information Age. This report marked the first step toward the radical 
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upgrading of the political priority given to the broader development of an 

information society.  It was drafted by a committee of experts representing a 

wide range of ministries and government agencies, consumer interests and 

industrial associations and was chaired by the former Minister for the 

Environment, Lone Dybkjaer and a high-ranking civil servant, Soren 

Christensen. The report proposed that the Danish Government should 

develop a comprehensive strategy that could put Denmark on the “cutting 

edge” of the development toward an information society that would ensure 

that new technology was the source for economic development and enhanced 

quality of life, through increased openness and the interchange of information, 

as well as improved public and private sectors. The report stressed that 

Denmark should not simply copy other countries’ approaches to the 

Information Age, but should create instead a distinctly Danish model, based 

on Danish values that had evolved since the establishment of the egalitarian 

welfare state. The report listed a set of core values that the Danish strategy 

should be built upon, in order to secure future economic growth and enhance 

the quality of life for all Danes.  In particular, information technologies should: 
 

• secure free access to, and exchange of, information; 

• support democracy and individual influence; 

• contribute to personal development; 

• make the public sector more transparent and facilitate the delivery of 

better services; 

• support disadvantaged members of society; and 

• strengthen the international competitiveness of Danish companies as 

the basis for the Danish welfare system (MRIT, 1994, 24). 
 

The report also proposed that the strategic aims of the Danish info-society 

should be as follows: 

 
“Before the year 2000, the public sector shall finish the work for a coherent 

electronic, public service network, to the benefit of citizens and 
companies. 
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Before the year 2000, Danish companies shall have mutual electronic 
interchange of business documents and furthermore make an effort to 
get in the forefront with the integration into their products of IT. 

 
All Danes shall have access to the active use of IT in order avoid a division 

into an “A-team” and a “B-team”, in terms of information technology. 
 

For central Danish culture-bearing media areas, a particular effort must 
be made to secure a Danish supply. 
 
Based on Danish aims and values, Denmark shall try to influence EU 
policies in the area of IT and also try to achieve maximum benefit from 
relevant EU programmes.” (MRIT, 1994, 28-31) 

 

In addition, the report proposed the areas for action, including the public 

sector, security, health, research, education, children, libraries, the mass 

media, traffic, companies, telecommunication services, open network, 

disabled citizens and everyday life. Each field of action was analysed in detail, 

and principles for the Danish approach and specific initiatives were proposed.  

In March 1995, based on the recommendations of the Info-Society 2000, the 

Danish Government submitted to Parliament a statement on the objectives of 

its strategy and a political action plan for 1995. The action plan (From Vision 

to Action: Info-Society 2000) adopted most of the proposals of the Dybkjaer-

Christensen report and set out a range of initiatives to be implemented in 

1995.  In June 1996, the Danish Government presented the statement on the 

objectives of its strategy and an action plan for 1996.  The action plan for 

1996, (Info-Society for All - the Danish Model) focused on 11 main areas: 

dialogue, infrastructure, IT in schools, the Internet, health, security, research, 

environment and traffic, the telecom network, companies and working life.  
 

In May 1997, the MRIT published an IT Policy White Paper entitled Authorities 

Heading for a Fall with the aim to set a stage for an open and broad debate 

about the opportunities and pitfalls of the Information Society. The White 

Paper also proposed Danish objective for the year 2000: 

 
“Denmark, as one of the first countries in the world, will have prepared a 

set of fundamental IT rights for the citizens.  
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All Danes will have access to computers and the Internet with a Danish 
user interface at schools, libraries, one-stop counter service of town 
halls and the like. 

 
Denmark will be a pioneering country in the development of IT products to 

be used by everybody. These products are computers, cash dispensers, 
automatic ticket machines, sign-posting etc. 

 
The Danish public sector will have reached a spearhead position in terms 

of information, self-service and electronic commerce. 
 

Danish enterprises will be up front in the global electronic marketplace.” 
(MRIT 1997, 6-7) 

 

The implementation of Danish Information Society is unique and different as 

compared to other countries (such as the US and Japan). First, the focus of 

the implementation is on social issues and application side (as opposed to 

technology supply as in, for example, the United States and the United 

Kingdom). The Danish strategy is much more concerned on how society at 

large can reap benefits from the Information Age.   
 

Secondly, the Danish strategy, to a much larger extent, acknowledges the 

many areas where the public sector can play a significant role by co-operating 

with private industry and being a key user of advanced technologies.  Thirdly, 

many programmes under the Information Society initiative focus more on the 

user.  As an example, industrial use of e.mail, electronic data interchange and 

other advanced network technologies.     

 
5.1.7 Germany: Info 2000 - Germany’s Path to the Information Society 
 

In Germany, to respond to the information society initiative and ITPDI 

challenge, the Cabinet of the Federal Republic of Germany adopted the report 

entitled Info2000 - Germany’s Path to the Information Society on 7 February, 

1996.  The report was broadly-based, drawing on ideas and suggestions from 

a wide variety of groups in the Federal Republic of Germany and from 

comparable documents produced by the EU, the G-7, the US and other 
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countries.  It took particular account of the Recommendations of the Council 

for Research, Technology and Innovation under the Federal Chancellor.  
 

As in other countries, the information society initiative in Germany is driven by 

the need to challenge the international economic competitiveness. The 

Government believed: 
 

 “... if we fail to boost the international competitiveness of the information 
industry and to take advantage of the opportunities offered by IT for 
flexible production, to globalise sales and purchase strategies and to 
shorten cycles of innovation, there may well be a loss of economic 
growth and jobs. The Government therefore believes that Germany can 
only realise new opportunities for growth and employment in 
international competition if obstacles on the way to the information 
society are removed.” (BMWi, 1996, 2) 

 

In the context of Germany’s transformation into an information society, the 

Government is pursuing the following objectives: 
 

 “The technological and economic transformation into the information 
society is to be used to modernise Germany and ensure that it remains 
attractive for investors in the future. It is to facilitate the development of 
new markets, boost the competitive strength of German industry, and 
create new jobs. Additional growth and employment opportunities are, in 
particular, to be developed for small and medium-sized companies. 

 
By developing and adapting the legal and economic framework, those 

engaged in the market are to be provided with a reliable basis for 
innovation and investment and there is to be greater scope for 
entrepreneurial activity on a competitive basis. In this context, a key role 
is played by the continued liberalisation of telecommunications and the 
creation of uniform national legal arrangements for the provision and use 
of new information and communication services. 

 
An intensified dialogue in business and society is to identify obstacles on 

the way to an information society, indicate possible ways of dealing with 
them, and stimulate the necessary measures on the part of all involved.  
Another objective is to raise the level of acceptance of technology and to 
reduce any potential risks in this area in advance. 
 

People of all ages and levels of education must be given an opportunity to 
share in the developments which are made possible by the use of 
information and communication technologies in the spheres of private, 
social, cultural, political and occupational life.  It is important for the State 
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to ensure that equal opportunities for access exist for all.  It is necessary 
to counter any move towards a society in which some can utilise the new 
technologies and others are unable to do so. This presupposes a user-
friendly communications infrastructure, which must take account of 
social and cultural aspects. All parts of the education system, both in the 
State and private sectors, have a vital role and significance. 

 
Research and technological development will make a vital contribution to 

Germany’s transformation into an information society. Promotion of 
research and development in the field of information technology will 
continue at a high level, and a greater emphasis will be placed on 
turning basic knowledge into innovative basic technologies, on acquiring 
the expertise required to develop promising fields of application, and on 
co-operation between research institutes, universities and companies. 

 
The establishment and expansion of a modern and secure information 
infrastructure is increasingly to become the responsibility of private-
sector investors, who will orient themselves to current and expected 
demand. Competition between investors will ensure that full use is made 
of technological progress - to the advantage both of themselves and 
their customers. 

 
Full use is to be made of the possibilities offered by modern information 
technology for an administration which responds to the needs of the 
citizens and for a functioning administrative link-up between Berlin and 
Bonn. 
 
Full use is to be made of the possibilities offered by modern information 
technology both in business and in the field of public interest, to 
preserve the environment  and allow environmentally-acceptable growth. 
 
If modern information technology is to meet with broad acceptance in 
society, there must be adequate protection of the various rights and 
interests of employees, consumers, suppliers and users. This includes 
the fields of data protection, labour law, consumer protection, protection 
of young people, intellectual property rights, the security of IT systems 
and crime prevention. 

 
The continued creation and expansion of electronic information systems 
is to improve access to the latest results of research and development, 
as well as market, product and economic data. 
 
The concrete measures taken by the European Union to shape Europe’s 
way to the information society, and the national measures, are to be co-
ordinated and to complement one another.” (BMWi, 1996, 5) 
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In implementing the Info2000, the Federal Government is seeking to achieve 

the following goals to: 
 

• Take advantage of opportunities for economic growth and 

employment. 

• Review the rules of competition with respect to the information society. 

• Intensify the dialogue between members of society and the business 

communities. 

• Enhance abilities and encourage the use of new information 

technology in all areas of education. 

• Safeguard the future of German research and development in the field 

of IT. 

• Enhance and expand an efficient and reliable infrastructure for 

information and communications. 

• Utilise modern IT for the public administration, which is efficient and 

meets the needs of the individual. 

• Intensify the use of modern IT in business and in areas of public 

interest such as transportation, the environment, health and education. 

• Protect the rights of the individual when new IT is used. 

• Improve access to current scientific, technical and economic data via 

electronic information systems. 

• Co-ordinate national measures with the policy of the European Union. 

• Pursue international co-operation on the basis of the principles 

adopted in the G 7 conference on the information society (BMWi, 

1996: 2). 
 

The Federal Government regards the following areas as the main areas for 

action: 
 

1. Strengthening of the legal framework governing the market economy and 

the further development of the statutory framework. 

2. Dialogue with business and other groups in society.  
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3. Education. 

4. The promotion of research and development.  

5. Information technology strategy in the public administration. 

6. Rules and standards. 

7. Applications. 

8. European and international organisations. 

9. Co-ordination at national level. 
 

In education, recognising the need for the new skills required for the 

information society, the Federal Government has decided to start an 

“education offensive” together with the Länder, the social partner and all 

partners in education. “Within its sphere of responsibilities and depending on 

the amount of funding available, the Federal Government will, among other 

things, support experimental projects for the application of modern 

technologies, adapt existing educational occupations to recent developments, 

equip educational establishments with up-to-date hardware and software, 

organise training and further training for teaching staff, on the use of 

multimedia, explore the opportunities offered by teleteaching and do what it 

can to ensure reasonably-priced access to communication networks for 

establishments of education, pupils, students and staff. The Federal 

Government has started the “schools onto the network” initiative in conjuction 

with Deutsche Telekom AG. Pilot projects are to be used to prepare and 

speed up the general application of information technologies in teaching and 

research at universities and non-university institutions.”(BMWi, 1996, 3-4). 
 

Meanwhile, the Council’s Report, The Information Society: Opportunities, 

Innovations and Challenges, identified the following application fields as 

requiring particularly urgent action: 
 

1. Industry and the service sector: an increase in productivity. 

2. Private households: meeting the communication needs of the public; 

making access to information easier for everybody. 
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3. Education: creating powerful telesystems and software for research and 

education. 

4. Public administration: increasing efficiency, flexibility and user-

friendliness of services. 

5. Telemedicine: improving health care including preventive health care. 

6. Telematics for traffic control: guaranteeing mobility by ensuring a safe, 

economical and environmentally-friendly flow of traffic. 

 

5.1.8 Korea: Korea Information Infrastructure 
 

In Korea, the Government has launched the Korea Information Infrastructure 

(KII). KII movement arose from an established desire to exploit information 

technology and a fear that a failure to build an information infrastructure would 

hurt Korea’s basic industries to the point that they might not be able to 

compete in the global marketplace, leaving the nation farther behind the 

developed countries. This concern extended to production industries such as 

computers, telecommunications, components and semiconductors, with a 

subsequent loss of export and import substitution opportunities. In addition, 

there was a concern that the consumer service industries would not be able to 

gain quick access to the latest technologies and would become less 

competitive (Jeong and King, 1997). 
 

The Korean Government has outlined the following reasons for implementing 

the KII plans: to enhance the ITPDI; to stimulate informatisation of both the 

public and private sector; to foster Korean information and telecommunication 

industry; to maintain the sustainable economic growth and to create job 

opportunity; to promote the citizens’ use of, and access to, various types of 

information services; and to raise the level of living conditions (KIITF, 1995). 
 

According to the Comprehensive Implementation Plan for the KII (1996), the 

KII has four major objectives. 
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1. To expand the national telecommunication infrastructure, it constructs 

two high-speed information networks capable of transporting voice, data 

and image information: the New Korea Net-Government (NKN-G) will be 

established by 2010; and the New Korea Net-Public (NKN-P) by 2015. 
 

2. The government develops various applications which are provided over 

the information networks, with its emphasis on the 10 Special 

Programmes for promoting informatisation. 
 

3. It will realise universal information services across the country, so as not 

only to increase the overall efficiency of the economy and society but also 

to improve the quality of citizen’s life. 
 

4. It promotes the growth of the multimedia and information industries which 

will be able to contribute to the job creation and to the strengthening of 

the international competitiveness of Korean industry. 
 

The KII is to be implemented according to the following six generic strategies 

(KIITF, 1995). The private sector is to take initiatives for implementing the KII, 

including funding. In particular, such programmes as the construction of NKN-

P, pilot projects, expansion of the undersea cable networks, the satellite 

projects and the development of technologies and applications require strong 

participation from the private sectors. Secondly, the Government will reform 

the laws, regulations and social systems, and will conduct various pilot 

projects, in order to induce participation in the KII from the private sectors, to 

increase the public awareness on the KII and to promote the use of advanced 

information networks. Thirdly, the existing facilities owned by the 

telecommunications companies will be fully utilised to minimise costs, and the 

NKN-G and -P will be enhanced stage by stage, according to the level of 

information and technological developments. Fourthly, the KII will be 

established by effectively exploiting wireless and satellite communication 

technologies as well as wire and optic fibre cables, with emphasis on the 

inter-connectivity and inter-operability between these different systems.   
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Fifthly, the Government will promote a well-balanced development across 

different regions and social classes, and seek to ensure universal access to 

the networks and unrestricted use of the services.  Finally, since the KII is 

long-term programme, the KII plans will be revised and readjusted every year 

in line with the changes in circumstances. 
 

As with most ITPDI initiatives, the KII initiative is facing a variety of issues and 

challenges.  Kim (1996) has identified six specific issues: 
 

• The restructuring of the organisational system for the KII:  The issue is 

concern on the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of the present driving 

system for the KII. 
 

• The necessity for a new infrastructure composed of optical fibre cables: 

This is an issue on the uncertainties of the future networks and 

information requirement for the KII.  Among the major issue is the lack of 

systematic analysis of the investment requirements for the KII. 
 

• The promotion of investment by the private sector in the KII: The major 

issue here is the lack of public discussion on the participation of the 

private sector in the KII initiative.  As a result, the private sector took a 

longer time to understand the details of the KII.  A more serious problem 

is that the private companies do not know well what projects they can 

participate in. 
 

• The realisation of the information society for all citizens through equitable 

distribution of the opportunity for education and training: The issue is 

about how to ensure universal assess to the new infrastructure.   
 

• The promotion of the use of new infrastructure: The key issue under this 

aspect is the lack of focus on the demand side in implementing the KII.  

The development of KII was initiated by the Government, not by the 
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users’ demand, and as a result Korean users have little opportunity to 

represent their opinion at the planning stage. 
 

• Reflection on the government roles: The issue here is on the need of 

some readjustment of the Governments role. Although the Korean 

Government stresses that it took a catalytic and supporting role in 

establishing the KII, the KII is actually led by the Government. 

 

5.1.9 The United Kingdom: Information Society Initiative 
 

In the UK, the Government has put in place a comprehensive strategy,  

through the Cross-Departmental Information Society Initiative (ISI), with the 

aim of placing the UK among the leading nations in the world in the 

development of the Information Society. In early 1994, the Central Computer 

and Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) produced an internal report to 

identify the potential for a new work programme to promote the concept of a 

"National Network Infrastructure" for the United Kingdom. This report was 

submitted to CCTA senior management in March 1994. Then the CCTA 

produced a report in consultation with the Department of National Heritage, 

the DTI and Industry and the Office of Science and Technology. It was entitled 

Information Superhighways: Opportunities for Public Sector Applications in 

the UK. The report was a consultative report to initiate discussion into the 

opportunities provided by Information Superhighways for the UK Government.  

The focus of the report was on providing "open access" to electronically-

based Government information for the citizen and how the use of such 

technology might increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Government 

business. In November 1994, the Government set out its position on the 

information society in the Command Paper Creating the Superhighways of the 

Future: Developing Broadband Communications in the UK. This paper 

emphasised that the 1991 White Paper on telecommunications continued to 

provide the framework for developing internationally-competitive 

communications in the UK and the local delivery services for broadcasting 

services should continue to be awarded on an exclusive basis. 
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In 1995, the Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) jointly issued 

a consultation document Superhighways for Education. This sought the views 

of the education service and industry on the development of networked 

communications for education, and challenged industry to pilot relevant 

technologies in schools and colleges. Building on this consultation, the DfEE 

subsequently set out the priorities for the development of education 

superhighways and outlined action for the Government, industry and the 

education service. Superhighways for Education: The Way Forwar also 

announced a programme of projects piloting intermediate and broadband 

technologies in education, to be independently evaluated during 1996 and 

early 1997. The Education Departments’ Superhighways Initiative (EDSI) now 

includes 25 projects, involving nearly 1000 schools and 50 colleges of further 

education (DTI, 1996[b]).  
 

In February 1996, through the DTI, the Government launched “The 

Information Society Initiative (ISI)”.  The objective of the ISI is to:   
 

1. Raise awareness and understanding about the information society and its 

impact on competitiveness. 

2. Help develop a favourable market environment in which suppliers can 

come forward with products and services. 

3. Encourage wider use of information and communication technologies by 

demonstrating to potential business users the practical benefits they 

offer. 

4. Work with industry to de-mystify technology, stressing its problem-solving 

capabilities. 

5. Spread best practice by promoting case studies, demonstrator projects 

and hands-on experience and training. 

6. Support the transfer of technology from research establishments into 

industrial use. 

7. Help develop standards for emerging technologies which work to the 

benefit of UK industry. 
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The UK Government believes that through the ISI, the UK will able to: 
 

1. boost the UK’s international competitiveness. 

2. raise prosperity and the quality of life. 

3. make public services more productive and responsive. 

4. foster a better-educated workforce. 

5. build a more cohesive society. 
 

The ISI includes a wide range of programmes and activities in support 

business, in the field of education, proposals for the electronic delivery of 

Government services, and a major initiative “IT for All’, to increase public 

awareness and the use of information and communication technologies. 
 

In business, the DTI launched the ISI for Business on 13 February 1996. This 

is a “four-year programme in which up to £35 million of new money will be 

invested.  It will help United Kingdom businesses to take full advantage of the 

opportunities offered by new information and communication technologies to 

boost their competitiveness. This new framework of support and awareness 

programmes is a partnership between industry and Government, addressed 

to all who work in the manufacturing, service and creative sectors-particularly 

small-and medium-sized companies. This support will be delivered locally, 

using 50 local support centres, and through professional and trade 

associations, and the DTI has produced clear, helpful, and jargon-free 

literature to promote the initiative. There is also funding available for 

developing a test-bed in digital broadcasting, and other promising areas of 

technology, such as Virtual Reality, microelectronics design, and bar-coding 

systems are being considered for special funding.  At present, the ISI has a 

heavy emphasis on assisting SMEs, but the longer term plans include studies 

on, and promotional activities for, society as a whole” (DTI, 1996[c]).  
 

To increase the awareness amongst adults in the UK of the benefits of ICTs, 

the Government launched an ‘IT for All’ programme in December 1996. This 

project aims to give the public an opportunity to experience the new 
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technology - in schools, libraries and in shops, so as to bring home to 

everyone the potential of information and communication technology, and the 

ways in which it might affect them and their families. It is believed that this 

project will raise public awareness of the benefits of the new technology and 

of the many ways in which it can already be used to improve the quality of life.  

It will also be expected to help expand the market for the development of new 

and more sophisticated applications of the new technology (DTI, 1996[c]).  

The Labour Party - when in Opposition - held a special conference on the 

information society and published a policy document, Communicating Britain’s 

Future.  This document lists several proposals, as follows: 
  
An explicit timetable should be set for BT and others to enter into competition 

with cable companies, based on the DTI Select Committee proposals.  
 

• Bargaining with the United States and the European Union should be 

undertaken for reciprocal free access for UK companies to compete 

abroad.  

• Legislation against anti-competitive behaviour should be recommended.  

• A new regulatory regime for telecommunications and broadcasting should 

be proposed, divided between infrastructure provision and content.  

• BT and other telecommunications providers should devise a programme 

of work to ensure that broadband communication links cover, in time, the 

whole country.  

• A range of public access points should be provided by local authorities 

and others, making use of franchising and public/private partnerships.  

• The cornerstone of the public access network should be the public library, 

“reinvented” for an electronic age.  

• Well-focused training in media skills, linking audio-visual, computing and 

multimedia work, should be encouraged.  

• Teacher training and retraining courses should assist in the structured 

introduction of networked computers into schools.  
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• New schools and those undergoing substantial refurbishment should 

have high capacity ducted cabling installed as part of building regulations.  

• Schools should become a learning and training resource for local 

businesses and the local community.  

• Business Information Centres should be linked automatically to their local 

colleges and universities via the JANET and SuperJANET networks.  

• The providers of the networks should lay a broadband feed into every 

public library, school, hospital, health centre and citizens' advice bureau.  

• Local authorities should be encouraged to establish pilot projects, leading 

to the development of a Childcare Net, to help parents who want to go 

back to work.  

• With the increase in teleworking and out-of-the-office communication, a 

new code of employment practice for teleworkers will need to be 

developed. 

• There should be an open access principle for the producers of content 

and of media services; infrastructure owners should not be able to 

discriminate against particular service providers.  

• A Millennium Archive should be endowed with Millennium funds, to put 

much of our great national collections into digital form, for free supply to 

every school and public library in the country. 

• Governmental intervention in free speech should be limited to specifically 

criminal activity, such as incitement to racial hatred, and ensure that de-

encryption cannot be requested other than with defined judicial 

authorisation.  

• The law relating to copyright should be extended to the use of electronic 

media; and international discussions on the implications for copyright and 

the dangers of piracy should be organised. 

• Government Green Papers should be available for consultation 

electronically, and Government and local authority information generally 

should be more accessible across the new networks. 
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Since taking office in May 1997, the Labour Party has made attempts to 

implement some of these proposals; and has taken the following actions: 
 

• In July 1997, the Government gave fresh support to “IT for All’ with 

additional funding being made available - to the tune of an additional 

£2.75 million for the remainder of the current financial year. This 

additional money has been found from existing resources and brings the 

total budget for “IT for All’ this financial year, to £3.75 million. 
 

• The Government welcomed the new proposals from Telewest, the 

second largest cable operator in the UK, to speed up the connection of 

schools to advanced on-line services, such as the Internet.  
 

In a recent development, the Government launched its Consultation Paper on 

the National Grid for Learning, in October 1997.  

 

5.1.10 European Union: Information Society 
 

In Europe, attention was focused on the importance of the information society 

by the publication, in December 1993, of the European Commission’s White 

Paper entitled Growth, Competitiveness, Employment - The Challenges and 

Ways Forward into the Twenty-first Century.  Key elements of this vision of 

the future for Europe included dramatic improvements in trans-European 

infrastructure networks, greater use of technology, especially information 

technology, and co-ordinated implementation of a European information 

society.  As in other countries, the basis of this vision is based on the belief of 

the Commission, that information and communication technologies and 

related services have the potential to promote steady and sustainable growth, 

to increase competitiveness, to open new job opportunities and to improve the 

quality of life of all Europeans. 
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In February, 1994, as mandated by the European Summit of Brussels 

(December 1993), Commissioner Martin Bangemann of the European 

Commission formed a special task force of high-level experts, drawn from 

European industry including both the users of information and the providers of 

products and services. Their task was to examine the issues facing Europe 

regarding the implementation of a European Information Infrastructure to 

match that of the US.  Their goal was to produce recommendations for a 

practical way forward, including specific application areas, to ensure Europe a 

rightful place in both the global information society and also the marketplace.  

This group, known as the Bangemann Task Force, published their report 

Europe and the Global Information Society - Recommendations to the 

European Council, in May 1994, for presentation to the Corfu Summit meeting 

of late June 1994. The report emphasised the need for action by member 

countries to ensure that European enterprises remain competitive 

internationally.  The report highlighted the need to speed up the process of 

liberalisation while, at the same time, consolidating universal service. The 

report also specified that financing the information infrastructure is mainly the 

responsibility of the private sector.  On the other hand, it was seen as the task 

of the European Union and its Member States to create a coherent statutory 

framework to prevent the circulation of information being impeded by different 

national regulations. The report also proposed a list of ten initiatives aimed at 

demonstrating the feasibility and usefulness of new telematic applications.  

These include applications in teleworking, distance learning, a network for 

universities and research centres, telematic services for SMEs, road traffic 

management, air traffic control, healthcare networks, electronic tendering, 

trans-European public administration networks and city information highways.  

The objective of these initiatives is to test the value of the user and the 

economic feasibility of the information systems.  Following the Corfu meeting, 

the Commission developed an action programme for the development of the 

Information Society, Europe’s Way to the Information Society: An Action Plan.  

This plan is based on four main lines of action: 
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1. Adaptation of the statutory and legal framework, the central element of 

which is liberalisation of the infrastructure. Important measures will also 

be proposed, relating to the definition of the universal services and their 

financing, interconnection and inter-operability, intellectual property 

rights, electronic and legal protection, media control and the international 

dimension. 
 

2. Encouragement of initiatives in the field of trans-European networks,  

services, applications and content: in addition to the optimised use of 

traditional instruments represented by research, trans-European 

networks and the structural funds, the Commission intends to act as a 

catalyst for initiatives from the private sector, the Member States, regions 

and cities, particularly through the Information Society Project Office 

(ISPO) whose role will be to encourage and facilitate the setting up of 

partnerships for launching applications. 
 

3. Social and cultural aspects: a group of experts will be charged with 

assessing the impact of the Information Society on private, professional 

and public life for the purpose of advising the Commission on what 

measures to implement. The emphasis will be placed on the maximum 

use of the potential offered by the information society to promote 

Europe’s cultural and linguistic diversity. 
 

4. Promotion of the Information Society: promotional actions will be planned, 

aimed both at the general public and at targeted groups, with the 

intention to explain the stakes of the information society, its opportunities 

and risks. 
 

The preparatory work for the advent of the information society in the 

European Union dates from the launch of major research and development 

programmes on information technology such as the European Strategic 

Programme for Research and Development in Information Technology 

(ESPRIT)viii which was launched in 1984; the RACEix programme on 
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advanced communications (1985) and the first three programmes on 

telematic applications, launched in 1986: Advanced Informatics in Medicine 

(AIM),  Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle Safety in Europe (DRIVE) 

and Developing European Learning Through Technological Advance 

(DELTA).  All these programmes have been extended in the fourth and fifth 

Research and Technological Development (RTD) framework programme.  
 

As in other countries, the development and implementation of the Europe’s 

Information Society initiative are not free from obstacles and challenges. The 

Information Society Forum (European Commission, 1996[b]) in its report 

Networks for People and their Communities: Making the Most of the 

Information Society in the European Union, argued that the Information 

Society initiative in Europe is still more of a vision than a reality: 

 
“... and it is vision which arouses both fear and boredom. The majority of 
people does not yet seem ready for it, and neither are our societies: 
infrastructures are not fully developed; services and products for use in 
our daily lives are not yet available; private investors are reluctant to 
commit funds until they are sure the demand is there; public 
administrations are adapting too slowly; and the legal framework to 
encourage and facilitate use of the new technologies is still not fully in 
place.” (European Commission, 1996[b], 16-17)   

 

In addition, the Forum has identified a number of problems in the 

implementation of the Information Society. Among the critical problems 

identified include the right to information, people’s confidence, cultural values, 

democratic values and lifelong learning. The Forum also found that the 

confidence in using information systems in areas like privacy, security, 

encryption and how to guarantee reliability of information as a major problem 

in the implementation of Information Society. The question of Intellectual 

Property Rights and problems concerning regulations and necessary changes 

in legislation also need to be resolved to ensure a transition into the 

Information Society (European Commission, 1996[b]).   
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5.2 Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, a range of literature has been reviewed focusing, first, on the 

concept of the ITPDI, and in the case of the EU pan-national infrastructure, as 

defined by different governments and researchers; secondly, on the 

importance of the ITPDI; and thirdly on the countries’ approach to the 

development and implementation of the ITPDI.  
 

Based on the review, several conclusions can be made here. This review has 

suggested that the formulation of policies and strategies relating to a ITPDI, 

as part of the information society, is becoming the main item on the agenda in 

many countries. Nearly all countries reviewed have taken the initiative to 

formulate a vision, marshalling appropriate policies and policy framework and 

also devising strategies for implementation. However, the goals, strategies 

and actions vary from country to country. In addition, most countries have 

embarked on various programmes and projects in order to exploit the benefits 

of a ITPDI. These programmes and projects cover a wide range of areas 

which involve huge amounts of investment.  Clearly this is an indication that 

all countries believe that the ITPDI is a critical and important component in the 

move to an information society.   
 

This review has high-lighted the fact that the definition of a ITPDI with different 

governments. Some countries put more emphasis on the technological and 

applications aspects (for example, the United States, Singapore, Japan and 

Canada), while others see the social and economic aspects as the key 

interest (for example, the European Union, Finland, the United Kingdom and 

Korea). The use of term also differs between countries. Some use IT Policy 

Development, others use information society which reflects a broader 

conception of the challenges and opportunities posed by the Information Age.  

In addition, researchers - technologists, economists, social scientists - have 

their own definitions of “IT Policy Development” depending on their different 

perspectives. 
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The review has also suggested that the development and implementation of 

the ITPDI is a critical and fundamental step for any country to survive and 

remain competitive in the future global economy, which is based on 

information and knowledge. The development of a ITPDI is promised to be 

one of the most important contributions to the nation's economic and social 

challenges. Any country, therefore, that fails to take advantages of the 

opportunities, or to respond properly to the challenges brought by the ITPDI, 

will fall to a secondary position in the information society.  The ITPDI is one of 

the most valuable assets in the information society, as such the investment in 

the ITPDI are regarded as an investment in the future possibilities. 
 

This review has identified that different countries have different strategies and 

approaches in the development and implementation of their ITPDI.  Some 

countries have placed more stress on technology, while others have sought to 

include wider emphasis on social and economic aspects.  These differences 

in strategies and approaches are related to the differences in focus, the 

available resources, the technological and economic level achieved and the 

strategic aims of the country concerned.    
 

However, even though the strategies and approaches differs between 

countries, clearly the driving force and goals of the development and 

implementation of the ITPDI in many countries are similar. The most 

commonly mentioned were to become a leader in the technological 

competition, to promote competitiveness (through greater efficiency in both 

public and private sectors), to exploit the economic and social opportunities 

and benefits arising from the development of the information infrastructure, 

related application and services, to create employment and to bolster cultural 

identity. Many governments believed that they need to respond to the 

challenges from their competitors in developing the information infrastructure.  

It is also recognised by many countries that their national economies will 

benefit if the potential of the ITPDI is exploited, and that they will lose their 

competitiveness if they lag behind.  
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The review also reveals that there are differences in terms of the focus and 

area of actions in implementing the ITPDI (Table 3.4). In certain countries, the 

focus of action is more on the technological aspect such as creating the 

information networks, promoting the development and application of 

information and communication technologies and services.  While in other the 

focus is more on the social and cultural aspect, the information content and 

how the ITPDI initiatives will benefit the people. Although the focus and area 

of actions varies between countries, there are some common themes 

identified in this review. The most common themes are: (i) developing the 

communication/telecommunication network, (ii) promoting collaboration 

between public and private sectors, (iii) reforming the regulatory framework,  

(iv) promoting the development and application of information and 

communication technologies and related applications and services, (v) 

promoting the social and economic opportunities and benefits of information 

infrastructure and information society, (vi) setting up the organisations or 

institutions involved in formulating and implementing the information 

infrastructure, and (vii) transforming education and training system for 

information society. 
 

This review has also suggested that governments played a huge role in the 

development and implementation of the ITPDI. It acts as a promoter, role 

model, regulator, facilitator of specific initiatives and creator of the appropriate 

legislative and administrative environments. In most countries, the 

government is probably the single largest users of information.  The role 

played by the government differs between countries.  For example, in the 

U.S., the main role of the Government is to promote competition for the 

development of a ITPDI.  In Japan, the Government provides a wide variety of 

support to channel the society and its economic towards the development of 

information society, which ranges from the information infrastructure to the 

use, from business activities to private lives.  Similar with other countries, the 

UK, sees its role in promoting the development of the information 

infrastructure as providing a leadership, a stable regulatory environment to 
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encourage investment, and promoting awareness of the opportunities and 

risks it presents. Meanwhile, in Canada, the Government itself plays a key 

role in bringing the Information Highway through becoming a model user and 

catalyst for the innovative use of Information Highway.  
 

In addition to the governments’ role, the review also showed that the private 

sectors have also played an important role in the development of the 

information infrastructure. The involvement of the private sectors are seen to 

be a critical element in the development and implementation of the ITPDI.  

The main role of the private sectors in many governments is to lead the 

deployment of the ITPDI.  In the European Union, the Bangemann Group 

(1994) has recommended that the private sectors should take prime 

responsibility for deploying and financing the information infrastructure, with 

public authorities setting and controlling ‘new rules of the games’ to 

encourage competition and information and communication technologies 

innovation while protecting citizens and business from potential negative 

impacts.  In Japan, most of the network are to be financed by the private 

sectors while the Government would assist by providing tax incentives and 

low interest loans.  In the United Kingdom, the Government recognised that 

the private sectors have a very important part to play because they have the 

resources to build the information infrastructure, the inventive spirit to develop 

new and exciting applications, and the entrepreneurial flair to market services 

to consumers.  As in Europe and the United Kingdom, nearly all countries 

reviewed see the private sector as playing an important role not only  in 

leading the development of information infrastructure but also in providing the 

funding for its development and implementation. 
 

One of the interesting points emerge from this review is that different 

countries have different issues and challenges in implementing the ITPDI.   In 

some countries, the major issues and challenges are more on technological, 

while others are more on economic, social and political issues. However, 

despite the differences, there are also similar issues and challenges faced by 

many countries in implementing their ITPDI. This include the technological, 
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economic and social impacts and benefits, funding, market/supplier and 

users, the universal service, regulatory and the role of public and private 

sector issues.  From those issues, the most critical is the economic and social 

impacts and benefits which the development and implementation of the ITPDI 

can provide and the issues which governments need to confront and 

overcome in order to realise these benefits.   

 

Notes 

 
                                                 
i Cowhey et al. (1995) argue that the key differences between the ITPDI in the 
United States and the ITPDI in the European Union is their market structures.  
Meanwhile, Roger Longuorn (1994) argues that the differences of strategies 
in the implementation of a ITPDI between Europe, North America and Japan 
are related to the differences in social, cultural and linguistic conditions of 
those countries.  
 
ii The IT2000 study involved extensive consultations with leaders of industry, 
academics and senior government officials, who were grouped into working 
committees covering eleven major economic sectors: Construction and Real 
Estate; Education and Training; Financial Services; Government Services; 
Information Services; Retail; Wholesale, and Distribution; Tourism and 
Leisure Services; and Transportation. 
 
iii “Conduit” refers to the physical “pipelines” that carry information.  Examples 
of such pipelines include voice and data lines, broadcast and cellular 
transmission. “Content” refers to the information that flows through the 
“Conduit”. Examples of such information include multimedia courseware, 
entertainment programme, government database records and payment 
instructions. “Compute” refers to the processing of “Content” in the ITPDI.   
Examples of such processing include user authentication, billing, and 
processing of permit document (NCB 1992, 39-40). 
 
iv In this context, the Government guided the implementation of the ITPDI 
based on nine principles and goals, which have been described earlier. 
 
v Intellectually Creative Society is a society which dependence and focus on 
creativity born of information and knowledge.  In this society, information and 
knowledge will necessarily become the most important social and economic 
resources, and the free creation, circulation, and sharing of these will become 
the very cornorstones of society (MPT, 1994).  
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vi The establishment of Subscriber Fibre-Optic Networks involved the 
construction of a fibre-optic network with total cable length of 1,073,000 km.  
This construction project is the most important infra-structural element in 
High-Performance Info-Communications Infrastructure Programme.  
 
vii For details please refer to OECD (1992) ICCP Reviews of Information and 
Communications Policies: Finland, OECD Information, Computers and 
Communications Policy Committee (ICCP).  
 
viii This is an initiative of the European Commission DG III (Industry). The 
technological areas cover software technologies, technologies for 
components and subsystems, multimedia systems, long-term research and 
focus cluster: Open Microprocessor System Initiative, High Performance 
Computing and Networking, Technologies for Business Process, Integration in 
Manufacturing. 
 
ix RACE is a collaborative European research programme, running from June 
1987 to December 1995. It receives a financial contribution from the 
European Community of 1103 MECU which presents less than 50 per cent of 
the overall effort, estimated at 2500 MECU. The overall objective is the 
introduction of Integrated Broadband Communication, taking into account the 
evolving ISDN and national introduction strategies, progressing towards 
Community-wide services by1995. 
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